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Introduction

This study is about the cultural significance of techno-artistic practices centered on building
independent media production infrastructures and content in the domain of digital media
commons. It is also an attempt to expand the ways in which media production could be
theorized within the field of media and communication studies by adding perspectives and
ideas on technology from the domains of Science and Technology Studies (STS), cultural
studies, software studies, and philosophy of technology.
Media production within media and communication studies has traditionally been
regarded as the study of the production and circulation of media texts, not of the production
and circulation also of technology that is developed because of and through the production
of these media texts, and the significance of the latter for the general field of cultural
production. Stemming from the traditions of communications and mass media research,
media production has been concerned predominantly either with the industries producing
and circulating media texts (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2010; Hesmondhalgh, 2009; Mark
Deuze, 2007; Du Gay, 1997) or with the audiences that consume these texts.
The rapid spread of computers, mobile telephony and Internet connectivity in the last
two decades and across many parts of the world has created the need to rethink some of
these traditional conceptions about media production. A large number of scholars have
done so by making important contributions to the understanding of the changing roles of
audiences in the production of media texts. Many have pointed out how producers who
have formerly been considered as passive audiences can now enter to a greater extent in
different production capacities enabled by these new technologies, reviving older hopes from
the 1980s about the inclusive and emancipatory potential of new technologies. New terms
and language have been coined to describe the novelty and participatory potential brought
by technological change. These range from ideas about how media consumers can now build
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their own “networks of mass self-communication, thus empowering themselves” (Castells,
2009, p. 421), through suggesting innovative models of organising media production based
on mechanisms for self-governance (Bruns, 2008a; Fuster Morell, 2010; Noveck, 2009;
Tapscott and A. D. Williams, 2008) that ultimately represent new modes of cultural end
economic production. The latter are described with new terms such as “social production”,
“commons-based peer production” (Benkler, 2006); produsage (Bruns, 2008b); collective
intelligence (Lévy, 1997), creative audiences (Castells, 2009) and the power of the dispersed
online “crowds” (Howe, 2009). Many have concluded that the emergence of these new
forms of media production allow to speak of a rise of “cultures of participation” (Couldry
and Jenkins, 2014; Jenkins, 2008; Kelty, 2013), and of digital gift-cultures (Skågeby, 2008;
Terranova, 2004), largely enabled by new communication technologies. The increase of
multiplicity of actors who produce media texts is also seen by some as carrying a political
potential for destroying long lasting media monopolies(Hardt and Negri, 2009). Thus, more
recent technological developments are attributed capacities of bringing audiences closer to
cultural and democratic goals of inclusiveness, participation and open knowledge (Hess
and Ostrom, 2011; Lievrouw, 2011).
Those who have been more critical have instead emphasized the continuing dominance
and control over media texts production by the industries. In his exhaustive review
over the creative industries media scholar David Hesmondhalgh (2009) argues that the
media industries have adapted to the Internet by reconfiguring their models of managing
labor. Instead of thinking of the emergence of new types of media producers, the pool of
contributors to industry-made media texts has expanded with audiences being increasingly
“laboured upon” (Andrejevic, 2008; Dijck, 2009) by the industry. The way this happens
is by involving audiences in acts of co-creation in which they contribute with free labor,
content and data, that are subsequently appropriated by the industry as a single owner of
the products of this labor (Andrejevic, 2008; Arvidsson, 2008; Barbrook, 2005; Cova, Dalli,
and Zwick, 2011; Fast, 2012; Firer-Blaess and Fuchs, 2014; Roig et al., 2014; Terranova,
2004). These debates have additionally intensified in recent years by raising concerns about
industry practices of surveillance, data collection and monitoring of online activity that
aim at targeting even better at the consumers of industry produced media texts, recreating
and strenghtening media monopolies (Andrejevic, Hearn, and Kennedy, 2015; Jansson and
Christensen, 2014).
While these debates have made important contributions to the contemporary understanding of media production, they have tended to perceive media production infrastructure,
such as hardware and software as something that exists apriori, that forms part of “the
given preconditions for media productions” (Löwgren and Reimer, 2013, p. 18), and that
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are a matter of learning how to use to best advantage in order to create media texts. In
this, the materiality that constitutes and enables media production, as well as the politics
of its creation and distribution have largely been ignored in favour of studies of production
of symbolic content. However, as Gillespie, Boczkowski, and Foot (2014, p. 3) have recently
argued, doing so enacts a rather deterministic and instrumental view on technology that
regards it either as an intervening variable that explains a measurable change, or as a
historical catalyst of social change, or as a tool that enables passive audiences to finally
succumb to or resist mass culture. Yet, technologies are never neutral, and as Turkle (2005,
p. 9) reminded a decade ago, computational objects are carriers of ideas, specific ways of
thinking and seeing the world, as well as intellectual values.
Over one decade, namely the 1980-1990 the computer moved from a culturally invisible
technology to the “new engine of culture” (Manovich, 2013, p. 21) forming a culture in
which media production, distribution and reception are to a large extent mediated by
software (39). Software is regarded as responsible for extending, both quantitatively and
qualitatively, the role that technology plays in the everyday practices that make up modern
life (Rieder and Schäfer, 2008). In the same time, technology affords not one but multiple
ways of revealing being. As Rieder and Schäfer (2008) argue, “the way we create technical
artifacts – and software most importantly – heavily influences the cultural role they will
play”. Technologies also standardize both people and machines by imposing different ways
of knowing and seeing through different approaches to structure and represent data (Star
and Bowker, 2004; Gillespie, 2014, p. 187). Continuing this line of argument, more recently
Lievrouw (2014), as well as Löwgren and Reimer (2013) suggested that it is no longer
possible to regard media production as detached from processes of designing infrastructure
and making media production technology for two reasons. First, because the moments
of infrastructure design, media text production and media text consumption are neither
linear nor separated from each other, and secondly because digital media infrastructures
can not only be learnt or used by media users but they can also be designed by them:
Not only can people produce media texts, they also can take part in the design of
the infrastructure – the programs, software components, and web services that can
be used for media production. People working within the media industries (broadly
defined) as well as interested citizens can now participate in creating the tools that
enable different kinds of media productions. (Löwgren and Reimer, 2013, p. 18)

This is a fundamental point that forms the starting point of this study. I adopt the
view of media production as concerned not only with production of texts and forms of
content, but more broadly as representing specific techno-art cultural practices that unfold
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themselves in interaction with and acting upon media production technologies, such as
software. This focus allows to regard media production as a complex processes of expressing
a technical art and craft that enables to shift the focus from symbolic content production
to the complexity of media production by also involving the politics of digital media
technology production and its circulation.
Often transparent to the user, technology and in particular infrastructures invisibly
support users‘ tasks. It‘s designers try to make it as invisible and oblique as possible (Star
and Bowker, 2004) in the process of which they mask the constructed and political nature
of our interaction with the computer. As Gillespie, Boczkowski, and Foot (2014, p. 13)
claim,
beneath the artifacts and within the networks are people attempting to construct,
maintain, and ultimately disassemble material things. The way they make, remake,
and unmake media technologies has lasting consequences for the artifacts and their
users.

Löwgren and Reimer (2013)’s study on “Collaborative Media” adds on this point by
arguing that the development of complex technologies that has for long been possible
only by minor groups and subcultures of engineers, artists and hackers is now increasingly
becoming part of the cultural mainstream. Manovich (2008) has earlier made a similar
observation by pointing out how “young design students can now put their works before a
global audience, see what others are doing, and develop together new tools”. These are
important observations, but the empirical examples through which they are supported
are less convincing. Among the examples Löwgren and Reimer argue through is primarily
action based research in which scholars cooperate with media users to collaboratively design
media production infrastructures. Manovich similarly uses practice based academic studies
as examples. These can hardly be seen as evidences of media production part of the cultural
mainstream as in most cases they represent more conceptual projects that do not aim at
producing media infrastructures or media texts for broader use and consumption, but have
rather experimental character for very specialized, often even one-time applications, uses
or experiments.
I argue though that one of the areas in which the cultural significance of the production
and circulation of media infrastructures simultaneously to the production and circulation
of media texts could be most fruitfully explored and is most evident, is the sphere of
computer graphics (CG) and popular visual culture production, in particular that part of
it that is engaged with the production and circulation of digital media commons. I argue
also for the need to study empirically and in depth these practices as representations of

1.1 Aim
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techno-art culture that engage in the production of media infrastructures and content as
cultural processes that can help broaden theoretical discussions about ongoing changes and
reconfigurations in the domain of software-based media production, the cultural industries
and generally contemporary digital culture.
A growing number of studies on free software, maker movements and hacker cultures
suggest that the most substantial transformations in the field of media and cultural production come not from practices engaged in content development, but from the movements,
communities and projects concerned with technological and media infrastructures developments(Coleman, 2013b; Himanen, 2001; Kelty, 2008; Löwgren and Reimer, 2013; Söderberg,
2012). Many have also stressed the importance of practices of hacking and open source
software for organising and exercising political agency and active citizenship (Coleman,
2013a; Coleman, 2013b; Lievrouw, 2011). These studies suggest the presence of an important link between building independent, public, commons based media infrastructures
and subsequently content and open knowledge frameworks based on them. Yet, with
few exceptions1 , most of these studies have engaged explicitly with the cultural processes
of meaning making and the political potential surrounding narrowly the development of
technology, without discussing the cultural significance of the simultaneous production of
media texts based on such technology, especially when this is done by the same actors.
Instead, they have outlined this as potential areas of important future research. On the
other hand, scholars of information policy (Cohen, 2006; Dulong de Rosnay and De Martin,
2012; Lessig, 2004), and discussants of the “openness movement” have emphasized the
importance of building symbolic content in the domain of commons for the future of
cultural production, yet they have rarely paired that to technology development in the
domain of commons, such as free and open source software beyond referencing to it as
example, and historical roots for the emergence of CreativeCommons licenses.
Thus, there exists a gap between the attempts to address technology, and media production even in the domain of commons.

1.1 Aim
This study aims to expand the theoretical frameworks and debates through which we
can understand the complexity and dynamics of media production in a digitised media
landscape by focusing on the domain of digital media commons production. I aim to explore
the cultural significance of techno-artistic practices centered on building independent media
production infrastructures and content in the domain of digital media commons. To do
1

Such asMorgan (2013)’s study on collaborative open art and new media production
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this, I adopt a broad definition of what digital media commons is. I regard them as digital
artifacts, software, hardware and media texts for which all components that constitute a
digital media object - computer source code, images, music files, and all types of media
assets that ultimately create a coherent media production / are made public and distributed
under some form of copyleft license that allows users to share, use and build upon them.
The public character of making software code and content in the domain of commons makes
artifacts and their design more approachable not only for their users, but also for research
as compared to most industry developed technology, the development of which is often
veiled in secrecy and involvement with modifying it is limited to usage and customisation
of predefined interfaces. More specific areas of investigation for this study are:
1. The ways in which transparency of media production technology in the sense of
visibility of code and algorithm, as well as visibility of labor are valued and enact
themselves within techno-artistic practices of popular visual culture production in
the domain of commons.
2. The ways in which participants involved in computer graphics media production
engage in practices of “infrastructuring” (Star and Bowker, 2004), or building of
independent public media production infrastructures and digital media commons
based on them;
3. The value of making public and commons the labor, technology and content in media
production processes
4. The significance of these practices for the broader domain of cultural production.

1.2 Object of Research
In the last two decades the field of computer graphics and digital visual media production
have been developing dynamically. One particular area of intensive technological and
content developments has been the domain of development of free and open source graphics
software and digital media commons, the the scale and nature of which have remained
almost completely unnoticed by media research2 .
In 2005 a collective of six men, artists and technicians who had so far been vaguely
communicating with each other online around their common interest in the free software
2

By the end of 2015, the number of works online licensed under a Creative Commons license is estimated
to pass beyond one billion. Approximately a tenth of them are hosted on major sites such as YouTube,
Wikipedia, Flickr, Public Library of Science, Scribd and Jamendo (https://stateof.creativecommons.
org/report/retrievedMarch2015). The first three of these platforms represent some of the largest
repositories of popular digital visual culture today.
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program for 3D animation film creation, Blender, gathered for nine months in Amsterdam
to work on a sci-fi 3D animation project to create “the world’s first open movie” under
the code name Project Orange. Their goal was to make an “outstanding movie short” by
“utilizing Open Source tools only” in order to “increase quality of Open Source projects
in general”3 . With a budget of A
C120 000 raised to a large extent through the support of
individual donations, DVD pre-sales, crowdfunding, and Dutch public cultural funding this
project yielded “Elephant’s Dream”, an 11 minute original 3D animation short presented
as:
a story about communication and fiction, made purposefully open-ended as the world’s
first 3D “open movie“. The film itself is released under a Creative Commons license,
along with the entirety of the production files used to make it (roughly 7 Gigabytes
of data)...The software used to make the film is the free/open source animation suite
Blender along with other open source software, thus allowing the movie to be remade,
remixed and re-purposed with only a computer and the data on the DVD or download. 4

Figure 1.1: Elephant’s Dream by the Blender Institute. ©Blender Institute

The project represented an example of development and release in public, as free software,
the technology for professional 3D animation film production used in the film, and the
media texts produced, together with all their assets. Elephant’s Dream was welcomed
enthusiastically by many hackers, technicians and computer graphics (CG) artists who have
been longing to see quality and beyond-the-amateur level of computer graphics produced
with non-proprietary technology. Some scholars saw in the release of the “sources”, or assets
as they are called in professional jargon, of the film an illustration of the rise of a “culture of
remixability” (Manovich, 2005) in which the sharing of content and use of digital technology
3
4

https://orange.blender.org/background/ retrieved 25 Mar 2015
https://vimeo.com/1132937 retrieved 25 Mar 2015
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would lead to new cultural practices based on an aesthetics of reconfiguration, database
logic of narration and programability of media (Manovich, 2001, pp. 46-48). The film
represented also a “proof of concept” of the possibilities to develop advanced technology for
3D animation by making it free and open source and in which the technological development
was largely practice based, and involved the cooperation of artists and technicians.
Project Orange marked the start of numerous techno-art experiments around the world
to develop independent technology and content for computer graphics and animation film
production in the domain of the commons.
Some of these experiments focused more on the collaborative aspects and content
production in the domain of commons. For example, a project with code name Swarm of
Angels put as a goal to “invent the future of the film. Call it Cinema 2.0” by crowdfunding
a £1,000,000 movie with small donations from 50,000 people. The resulting film will be
released under a CC license, and will be developed through feedback from the 50,000
angels who fund it. (the project leader, a Hollywood film director stated)5

A year later emerged another initiative under the title Collect project that labelled itself
as “An Open Source Animation project” and described itself online as:
a collective world wide “open source” animation project meaning we’ll collectively
work on a short animation film. We aim to have all the greatest motion graphic artists
throughout the world contribute to a single animation film. As a result, we’ll have a
piece that shows the cutting edge of motion graphics. Every artist will be granted
creative freedom to work on his/her part of the film, choosing whether to use elements
from the others or not. By also making this an “open source” project ( i.e. having the
collect files folder being sent from one to another) , all involved will get a chance to
take a look at each other’s workflow, project structure and file organization system, as
well as using each other’s elements on their own part of the animation. This enriches
the project by making it also a learning experience for all 6

Swarm of Angels and the Collect project were never completed.
Other projects led by the Amsterdam studio behind Elephant’s Dream, the Blender
Institute, continued to focus more on media production technology development and
its circulation together with 3D animation films. In 2008 there were released two new
ambitious open animation film projects that raised the levels of enthusiasm again. The
5
6

http://boingboing.net/2006/05/05/50000-angels-will-fu.html
http://collectproject.blogspot.se/2007/08/collect-project-open-source-animation.html retrieved 26 Mar 2015
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Blender Institute released its second “open movie”, the 3D animated short Big Buck Bunny
which subsequently became one of the most screened animation films in Europe7 .

Figure 1.2: Big Buck Bunny by the Blender
Institute. ©the Blender Institute.

Figure 1.3: Sita Sings the Blues by Nina
Paley

Also in 2008, the US based artist Nina Paley shared online her 90 min long 2D animated
take on the Indian epic Ramayana named “Sita Sings the Blues”. She presented her project
in the following manner:
Dear Audience, I hereby give Sita Sings the Blues to you. Like all culture, it belongs to
you already, but I am making it explicit with a Creative Commons Attribution-Share
Alike License updated 1-18-2011: CC-0 license (“Public Domain“). Please distribute,
copy, share, archive, and show Sita Sings the Blues. From the shared culture it came,
and back into the shared culture it goes. ... You are free to make money with the free
content of Sita Sings the Blues, and you are free to share money with me. People have
been making money in Free Software for years; it’s time for Free Culture to follow. I
look forward to your innovations. 8

While Sita Sings the Blues was realised with the proprietary Adobe Flash it was
nevertheless distributed as an “open movie” and with a database of its “sources” that
allow the content to be redone. 2008 was also the year when a project with the code name
Morevna was launched by Konstantin Dmitriev in the city of Gorno-Altaysk in Southern
Siberia, Russia as “an effort to create full-feature anime movie using Open Source software

7

8

Besides being screened on YouTube more than 20 millions times, and downloaded over XXXX million
times from the Blender Institute official website, it is also frequently screened in TV screens in stores
such as MediaMarkt that sell television screens; in grossery stores and others across the world. (to
do: refs, get stats from here: http://www.blender.org/about/website/statistics/;http://www.
blender.org/media-exposure/almost-half-a-million-downloads-per-month/
http://sitasingstheblues.com/ retrieved 25 Mar 2015
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only”

9

being thus the first attempt to try to make a feature-length open movie, in which

both technology and content would be public and copyleft licensed. While in process of
development, the next year, 2009 the small Iranian animation studio TinAb pixel launched
“Arshia Project” aimed at being “the first Persian anime” created with collaborators online.
Arshia Project was though suspended in 2010 “due to lack of technical knowledge and
resources”

10 .

Figure 1.4: Arshia Project by Tinab Pixel
studios

Figure 1.5: Morevna Project by Konstantin
Dmitriev

Yet, also in 2010 came out the French La Chute d’une plume, a stop motion animation
that also released the film and all its assets online as commons. The year also marked the
start of another Indian-based project, Chamba Swathanthra in the Indian state of Kerala
as ‘an ambitious effort to create a Swathanthra (Free/Libre/Open/Mukt) Animation Movie
by pooling in contributions from people around the world and funding artists directly

11 ’.

In 2011 a Lithuanian collective released the trailer of a “SciFi type animation short made
completely with open source tools” and a second attempt for an open movie was made by
the Iranian Tinab Pixel through the project called Olive Project. This time the goal was
to prepare a place for young animators and artists who mostly do not belong to
any professional studios or like to start their professional life somewhere, with other
experienced people

The project succeeded to release an animation film trailer12 but not a complete film. It
was also the year when the US-based URCHNN studio with director Bassam Kurdali, the
director of Elephant’s Dream started Tube project presented as

9
10
11
12

My archive from Morevna website, www.morevnaproject.org, retrieved 25 Mar 2015)
My archive, tinabpixel.com, retrieved September 2012
my archive, note that the website is down http://www.chambaproject.in
https://vimeo.com/32004769 retrieved 16 June 2015
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A 3D animated short film based in free/libre software, Tube is also a new experiment
in distributed collaboration. It plays on the ancient Gilgamesh poem, in a variant of
the hero’s progress that becomes the animation’s own frames. (Tube Project website)

Figure 1.6: Tube Project by URCHNN studio

By 2015 it is still in the making. However, in 2011 the Blender Institute released its
third hi-impact animation film Sintel (sintel.org) , followed in 2012 by Tears of Steel
and in 2014 started the production of project Gooseberry, the latter presented as
Project Gooseberry is the code name for the Blender Institute’s 5th open movie,
Cosmos Laundromat, a 15-minute short, the pilot for the planned first-ever free/open
source animated feature film. ...[It] is an open and free production, which means that
not only will the final movie and all its assets be freely distributed (under a Creative
Commons license) for personal viewing and use, but the entire production process is
open to the eyes of the public. 13

Instead of a feature-length film, project Gooseberry resulted in a XX-minute animation
short released in July 2015. Meanwhile the initiated in 2008 Morevna film project after
realising a 4-minute long trailer in 2012 changed its course of development and aimed at
producing “open-source animation anime series” and since 2015 it works on producing the
first episode

14 .

13 gooseberry.blender.org retrieved Feb 2014
14 morevnaproject.org retrieved Feb 2014
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Figure 1.7: Sintel by the Blender Institute

Figure 1.8: Cosmos Laundromat, part of
project Gooseberry by Blender Institute

To my knowledge, within the first half of 2015 there were launched a couple more projects
with similar approaches.
Despite that many of the projects have failed to reach the desired goal of completion,
generally they can be seen as two types. While all of them released the results of their
work - the assets and the final artworks under a Creative Commons license making a
contribution to the domain of the commons, some have also developed and circulated
technology as commons through applying legal mechanisms such as distribution of software
as free software, under GNU/GPL licenses. Others focused more on the collaborative
aspects online. Important to note is that none of the latter projects have reached a phase of
completion. Instead, those projects that had focused on using, developing and circulating
further free and open source animation software, together with the films appear to have
greater success in reaching or getting close to their production goals, making them an
intriguing object of research.
For my purposes, these projects represent therefore greatest interest, and in particular
the technical and artistic or creative communities that develop technology and media texts
behind these film projects. Additionally, all the projects mentioned above represent different

1.3 Background: Blender and Synfig
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forms of animation films. Animation in itself is a techno-artistic practice, “techno-art”
or “techno-poesis” (Lamarre, 2009, p. 43), and could be seen as example of very complex
media production because of the convergence of other forms of media and art in it such as
sound, text, images, narratives, and with them - technology and software, something which
Manovich (2001, p. 298) has suggested makes animation a form of new media. However, as
an object of critical and theoretical studies, it has remained largely unnoticed (Gehman
and Reinke, 2005).
Thus, the object of research of this study is the cultural significance of the practice of
production of technology and media texts through making open source animation films. I
believe that they could give enough ground for drawing broader conclusions that apply
to other domains of contemporary digital media production. Empirically, I find it most
fruitful to engage with the two largest free software visual (animation) technology producing
communities by date, the 3D Blender computer graphics community and the 2D Synfig
animation community. In the Method chapter of this study I review more in detail the
concrete film productions that serve as main empirical material. Here I will briefly present
the Blender and Synfig communities in order to give an idea about the scale and nature of
the technologies they are developing.

1.3 Background: Blender and Synfig
Blender is the name of the most popular by date free and
open source 3D creation suite. It was incepted in the early
1990s within the small, independent Dutch animation studio
NeoGeo, and was initially developed as an in-house, propri- Fig. 1.9: Blender logo,
etary tool. Made by people with predominantly artistic and

©Blender Institute

design backgrounds, it responded to a need at the time to have cost-efficient tools under
the control of animators. As one of the founders of NeoGeo, Ton Roosendaal, explains
it worked extremely well for our own work because you could tweak the software in a
way that would work for you really fast, and get everything well and controlled” (in
Niederer, 2009)

The need for such controllable tools has been the foundation for the further development of
the software and set the premises for a later transition from a proprietary to an open-source
model. In 1998 the software went online and, while remaining proprietary, it shifted to a
freeware model which led to the gradual formation of a user base. During the years of the
dotcom bubble the software faced an uncertain future as the studio went into bankruptcy.
To resolve a debt issue with investors NeoGeo attempted in 2002 to raise €100,000 from
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its users in order to finance the release of the software as free and open-source under
a GNU/GPL licence. The campaign, which may represent one of the first examples of
online crowdfunding, succeeded, and since then Blender has been a free software project.
This example demonstrates how a community of users can take an object – a software
tool – from the market and convert it into common property, a process that has been
labelled as “socialisation” of tools (Suoranta and Vadén, 2008, p. 161). At the same time
it illustrates the possibility for media production tools and infrastructure to move between
the spheres of the market and one system of valuation to the sphere of commons and a
different valuation (Kopytoff, 1986) and morality (Murdock, 2011). During this process,
Ton Roosendaal also founded a new commercial entity in the form of an animation “studio
for open projects”: the Blender Institute. In addition, a non-profit organization – Blender
Foundation – was established in order to take care of the legal and economic aspects of the
free software project. The establishment of these three entities – the Blender Institute, the
Blender Foundation, and the community of artists and developers surrounding the Blender
software – suggests a very intricate web of relationships involving many negotiations over
values, and production of new values and goals that are discussed in detail in Velkova and
Jakobsson (2015). Today, the software has about 400 000 downloads a month and has a
large user base consisting from both individuals and industry engaged in the production
of 3D imagineering. It is managed by the non-profit Blender Foundation registered in
Amsterdam and is presented in the following manner:
It [Blender] supports the entirety of the 3D pipeline - modeling, rigging, animation,
simulation, rendering, compositing and motion tracking, even video editing and game
creation. Advanced users employ Blender’s API for Python scripting to customize the
application and write specialized tools; often these are included in Blender’s future
releases. Blender is well suited to individuals and small studios who benefit from its
unified pipeline and responsive development process.
Blender is cross-platform and runs equally well on Linux, Windows and Macintosh
computers. Its interface uses OpenGL to provide a consistent experience...
As a community-driven project under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the
public is empowered to make small and large changes to the code base, which leads to
new features, responsive bug fixes, and better usability. Blender has no price tag, but
you can invest, participate, and help to advance a powerful collaborative tool: Blender
is your own 3D software. (blender.org retr. 28 July 2015)

In the analytics provided by the public directory for free and open source software
projects, OpenHub, Blender is said to contain nearly one and a half million lines of source
code contributed over ten years by a total of 325 different individuals. This contribution
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is suggested to equal about 409 years of effort featuring daily updates and contributions
from active contributors.

Figure 1.10: About Blender, analytics by OpenHub, retrieved on 28 July 2015

Synfig on the other hand, is a free and open-source 2D animation software,
designed as powerful industrial-strength solution for creating film-quality animation
using a vector and bitmap artwork. It eliminates the need to create animation frame-by
frame, allowing you to produce 2D animation of a higher quality with fewer people and
resources. Synfig Studio is available for Windows, Linux and MacOS X. (synfig.org,
retrieved 28 July 2015)

Synfig was developed in the early 2000s as a proprietary
animation in-house tool within a small, US-based animation studio called Voria Studios. Like Blender, it also faced
bankruptcy and in 2005 released the code as free software
under a GNU/GPL license (Synfig Studio Documentation,
n.d.). Thus, the Synfig software tool also went through a
process of de-commodifcation, but in this case the process
did not involve any monetary exchange, nor did the author
and owner of Synfig retain an active role in developing the
software or in Synfig-based animation projects. The direction

Fig. 1.11: Synfig logo

for Synfig’s development is set primarily through the production of the animation film
project Morevna by Konstantin Dmitriev in Gorno-Altaysk, Southern Siberia, Russia.
According to OpenHub’s analytics, Synfig has about two million lines of source code, the
production of which is equivalent to about 600 years of effort. Despite that this number
is higher than for Blender, the software has a much smaller user and contributors base,
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yet has an increasing popularity among 2D animation producers. For example, in 2014
the game development studio MousePaw Games decided to migrate from Adobe Flash to
Synfig and engage in the development of a game branch of the software.
It is important to point out that the Blender community is to date the largest and
most mature in the domain of open-source based digital computer graphics and media
production. Yet, for my purposes it is important to have a comparable case to suggest
some generalizations, and Synfig is appropriate to serve this purpose, as well as to allow
to broaden the discussion despite that it represents a smaller and newer community that
has only been active since 2008 and is still experimenting with models of scaling up and
developing funding models. Recognizing this difference is important in order to also
emphasize the time it takes and difficulties that open-source projects face in developing
sustainable platforms for community, media and software development.

1.4 The structure of this study
In the next chapter I present my main theoretical argument, developed through a brief
review of the emergence and development of computer graphics and software for producing
digital media. I connect this history to recent research on algorithms, theories from
science and technology studies about infrastructure, and ideas from the field of philosophy
of technology. The main argument that is developed is that the late 1980s and early
1990s brought a redefinition of the public view on technology which has in turn led to
a redefinition of the meaning of creativity, having substantial consequences for the field
of media production. Tracing this history helps also theorize the cultural significance of
techno-artistic practices that develop independent media production tools and content,
through cases such as open source animation film production. This chapter ends with
four research questions to be answered through four mainly empirical articles part of this
dissertation. To present time I have drafted two of the articles that follow in the chapter
called Articles.
The first article is co-written with Peter Jakobsson and was published in August by
the International Journal of Cultural Studies. It’s goal is to show how the production
of technology and media commons helps their producers to create exchange value and
audiences, navigating between different systems of valuation - those of the market and
those of the commons. We argue that there is no contradiction or opposition between the
commons and the market, and the circulation of media production technology, and content
as commons is one way to establish very complex relationships between the two, generally
perceived as separate, domains. The article was written after I had collected a vast amount
of empirical data, but had difficulties to structure it. I had the idea to use Appadurai
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(1986) and Kopytoff’s (1986) theory about regimes of value and commodities in cultural
perspective, but lacked knowledge on other theories that these could be complemented
with. Peter Jakobsson and I discussed the idea of the article, and he contributed with the
suggestion about the initial structure of the empirical data, as well as for including critical
political economist, Graham Murdock’s (2011) categorization of different moral economies.
We worked on the article jointly, but my knowledge of the empirical material and initial
ideas regarding the topic and argument of the article made us decide that I will be listed
as the first author.
The other article, written solely by me was submitted to Information, Communication
and Society, but was rejected with the invitation to revise and resubmit. It aimed to raise
questions regarding the participatory potential of media and software commons. I argue
that participation should be more precisely discussed and divided by different areas of
participation - such as development of artwork, or development of technologies. I argue
further that the use of free software and commons does not imply participation or flat
hierarchies, suggesting ways to rethink existing debates about the participatory potential
of these approaches. The main request from the referees refers to the discussion and
conclusion that need to be rewritten in order to match better the first part of the article.
They also request to add a note on the objectivity of the data analysis in the Method
section. The version of the article presented here is the one submitted to the journal.
The third chapter describes the methodological approach of the study and the process
of empirical data collection which was primarily ethnographic. The fourth chapter lists the
articles and abstracts for those that remain to be written. The fifth chapter is just a brief
sketch of several bullets that mark some early ideas about conclusions to be developed
further. The last section is the bibliography.

CHAPTER

2

History and theoretical argument

2.1 Technologies of media production: introducing infrastructure
The production of most kinds of media texts is dependent on the knowledge of and
interaction with different material and symbolic objects that represent different forms of
material and technological infrastructure. An important contribution to the understanding
of the significance of material objects in creative production is Howard Becker’s (1982) “Art
worlds” . According to Becker (1982, p. 3), manufacturing and distributing the materials
and equipment that most artistic activities require is a crucial activity of the production of
art works:
Musical instruments, paints and canvas, dancers’ shoes and costumes, cameras and
film - all these have to be made and made available to the people who use them to
produce art works.

Within media production this translates into the need for someone to produce the paper on
which newspapers are printed, the cameras that record video footage, the radio transmitters
that enable to broadcast, and so on. With the move towards digital media and with the
computer becoming the new engine of culture, software has replaced many previously
tangible materials and has come to represent their digital equivalents (Manovich, 2013).
Yet, there is still a need for someone to design, develop, produce and maintain such
specialized software and hardware for the production of different digital media. These
processes of technical production are also dependent on the fact that that technology is
not something static that once it is made remains stable. It is constantly in motion, being
redesigned, repaired, built upon or abandoned by some, and remaining contradictory and
non-transparent for others, especially for those who engage with it at use rather than
development level (Gillespie, Boczkowski, and Foot, 2014, p. 13; Star and Bowker, 2004;
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Jackson, 2014). As Star and Ruhleder (1996) suggest, technology is ‘both engine and barrier
for change; both customizable and rigid; both inside and outside organizational practices.
It is product and process’. Yet many theorists of communication and media technology
have tended to adopt a more one-dimensional perspective on technologies, perceiving them
often solely as engines of change, and more of a product rather than a process, reenacting
a rather instrumentalist view on technology.
2.1.1 Infrastructure
In her influential work on information infrastructure, sociologist Susan Star (1999, p. 378)
describes infrastructure as representing often boring, unexciting things that in most of the
time remain in the background of social practices. It is often treated as “the forgotten, the
background, the frozen place in technologically mediated practices” (Star, 1999, p. 379)
that forms the background for other kinds of work. In the domain of communications, Star
and Bowker (2004, p. 152) suggest that infrastructures include printing, telegraph, radio,
fax, television, the Internet and the web, movie production and distribution, and even the
human body in certain circumstances. In media research, these are traditionally referred
to simply as “technologies” that people engage with in order to produce media texts, to
organise and communicate across distance. Yet, the use of more narrow terms such as
tools, materials and infrastructures invites to have a closer look at these underlying aspects
of media production that often remain neglected.
An important feature of infrastructures is that they are not “just there”. Cables, railways,
hardware do not just operate seemlessly in the service of their users, rather they are socially
relational and their usefulness for different users varies - for some they are a topic of
work, for others a problem (Star and Bowker, 2004, p. 151). While classical debates on
communication technology have shown how media can structure time and space (Innis,
1951), how it can act as storage of knowledge (Kittler, 1999), or pointed out the relevance of
the medium that shapes “the message” provoking technical-determinist debates, they have
not really engaged in depth with the processes of creating media production infrastructures.
Star and Ruhleder (1996) point out that a tool is not just a thing with pre-given attributes
frozen in time - it becomes a tool in practice and in connection to a particular activity.
In the same time, when the tool becomes part of one’s everyday life, it leads to a change
in practices and language: ‘As we learn to rely on electricity for work, our practices and
language change, we are “plugged in” and our daily rhythms shift.’ (Star and Ruhleder,
1996, p. 113) As such, infrastructure shapes and is shaped by a community of practice,
as it also becomes learnt as part of membership in such a community (Star and Bowker,
2004; Star and Ruhleder, 1996). The latter view echoes R. Williams (1974) argument that
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technology is socially embedded and as much as technology influences social practices, so
are social practices influencing technology further.
In the same time, things that are objects of active development and design have the
tendency to sink over time into infrastructure and become invisible, or “transparent” (Star
and Bowker, 2004). This may decrease our awareness of their existence, and the politics of
their creation and distribution.
In today’s media landscape, the software, hardware and algorithms that are at the
bottom of the generation of most media are veiled in the metaphor of complexity in public
discourse. Often emphasized is the problem with transparency of technologies that are
hard to grasp or comprehend and often slip away our control. In her study of software,
Chun (REF) has argued that
the clarity offered by software as metaphor should make us pause, because software
also engenders a profound sense of ignorance: who knows what lurks behind our
smiling interfaces, behind the objects we click and manipulate? The combination of
what can be seen and not seen, known (knowable) and not known—its separation of
interface from algorithm and software from hardware—makes it a powerful metaphor
for everything we believe is invisible yet generates visible, logical effects, from genetics
to the invisible hand of the market, from ideology to culture.

The invisibility of infrastructure disappears when it breaks. In digital media production
this would often mean the crash of a program, the malfunctioning of a computer code or
the provision of unsatisfactory results of algorithmic processing of data. When software
fails to meet our needs or when it brings about unexpected consequences it brings in the
politics of technical decisions and the question of who can make these decisions (Frabetti,
2015, p. xxi). In these moments, Frabetti (2015, p. xxvii) argues
it is fundamental to decide whether this is a malfunction that needs to be fixed or
an acceptable variation that can be integrated into the technological system, or even
an unforeseen anomaly that will radically change the technological system forever.
Ultimately such decisions cannot be made purely on technical grounds – they are
instead of political nature.

In the case of software, these decisions are primarily taken by those who have access to
and control over the underlying source code. As such, the question of media production
infrastructure is tightly connected to the politics of technological control.
Recent research on algorithms and the computer code behind many social media platforms
has expressed a growing concern with the non-transparency of digital technologies that
make up most of the information spaces today, such as social media and sharing platforms,
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raising questions of ethics, surveillance, agency of technology and control through opacity
of algorithms (Andrejevic, Hearn, and Kennedy, 2015; Eslami et al., 2015; Gillespie,
2014; Jansson and Christensen, 2014). While opacity of algorithms and complexity of
autonomous computational systems that slip the control of users may seem new, surprising,
undemocratic or simply scary today, I argue that it could also be regarded as the result
of a general shift of the expectations of the broader public towards computer technology,
a redefinition of the meaning of transparency that implied a shift from transparency
to opacity, from understanding and controlling how the machine works to accepting a
discourse of opacity and complexity of technology and media. Drawing primarily on early
research of computer technology, in the review below I will show that this discourse has
emerged around the early 1990s as a result of a substantial reconfiguration of the public
view on technology and in particular on computers, as well as the expectations related
to them. I render the review below through the term technological transparency and use
it as a base to develop the ground for the theoretical argument of this study. I suggest
that the redefinition of the view on technology has led to a redefinition of the meaning of
creativity, and had substantial consequences for the field of media production. Tracing
this history helps also theorize the cultural significance of techno-artistic practices that
develop independent media production tools and content, through cases such as open
source animation film production, and is further important for two reasons. First, it is
needed in order to be able to explain the techno-cultural and historical context from where
many media practices in the domain of digital media commons emerge. Second, and more
important so, it allows to locate and theorize the production of digital visual media and
computer graphics based media production as a field of tension over two different ways of
engaging with technology, the modern and the post-modern.

2.2 Technological transparency as visibility of algorithm
Until the early 1990s, the general public perception about computers and their cultural role
has been primarily in regarding them as numerical engines and word processors, equivalents
of typewriters. Today computers are recognized as multi-purpose devices capable to
generate images, rework photos and produce animation and special effects for film and
television (Bolter and Grusin, 2003, p. 23). They are also able to connect people and
organise them, becoming mediators of the social rather than mere processors of numbers.
A tremendous significance for this shift played the emergence of the computer graphic
interface, and generally computer generated visual media. They reconfigured the nature of
computer generated media and its materiality – from content to becoming information spaces
(Manovich, 2001, p. 326), leading to an opening up of cultural techniques, conventions,
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forms and concepts (333). Alongside this shift there has been a gradual realisation that
computational technologies are not only entertainment or socialisation media, they are also
a source of control power.
2.2.1 The two competing aesthetics
In the early 1980s the early adopters of computer technology were scientists, engineers, and
technological enthusiasts, often recalled in public discourse as hackers or geeks. Hackers,
especially in the west value civil liberties, such as free speech, privacy, and access and embody
“an aesthetic where craftsmanship and craftiness converge; hackers value playfulness,
pranking and cleverness, and will frequently display their wit through source code, humour,
or both” (Coleman, 2014, page). A distinction of the hackers and computer enthusiasts of
the early 1980s was their interest in experimenting with technology and building their own
computers for the pleasure of understanding how they worked (Coleman, 2014; Turkle,
2005)15 . Forming a culture of technical experimentation, they carried to a large extent
a modernist ethos, that of gaining knowledge by getting an in-depth and experiential
understanding of how objects and technologies were made (Turkle, 2005). The modernist
ethos was largely exemplified by the textual, linear, command-line interfaces used to
communicate with the computer, interfaces that implied the need to learn and develop
specific programming languages that could make possible the communication and subsequent
experimentation with the machine. The experience of authorship in programming could
give the early experimentators a sense of control and stability through the possibility to
program virtual microwords tuned to individual’s needs (Turkle, 2005, page). Programming,
and gaining an understanding of the mechanism the computer worked was a way of control
the computer and to subordinate it to one’s needs. It provided not a mere instrumentarium,
but represented a medium for projection and development of the self, as much for adults
as for young children, of projection one’s own individual values and visions, and as such culture on the machine (Turkle, 2005, p. 6).
In these early days of computer cultures there existed two dominant views on how the
communication with computers should happen. These views were represented by two
different groups of hackers, those formed around the MIT Tech Model Railroad Club,
and those located in the Sillicon Valley, formed around the Homebrew Comptuer Club in
Stanford and the Xerox Centre in Palo Alto. The former group regarded the computer as
a transparent object that could be understood, controlled and subordinated to one’s needs

15 For key readings and accounts of hackers technical, organisational and aesthetic practices see Coleman,
2013b; Himanen, 2001; Kubitschko, 2015; Levy, 2010; Söderberg, 2012; Turkle, 2005
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at code level, by addressing the machine through its underlying mechanism. This group
represented the “rule-based aesthetics” (Turkle, 2005, p. 6) that enjoyed an engagement
in-depth with the machine, and valued transparency of code in the sense of its visibility
and controllability. Committed in this way to a particular understanding of technological
transparency in the sense of visibility of algorithm, the group believed in the power of
access to and exchange of source code, as well as in everyone’s right to experiment with
computing in order to find pleasure in addressing the underlying mechanisms of the machine
and communication with it through textual interfaces. Later this group, led by Richard
Stallman, an MIT hacker formed the free software movement, and became at the core of
the development of the GNU/Linux operating system bringing into popular discourse open
source software16 .
The ideology underpinning this movement is reflected in a small extract from the
GNU/GPL license developed later to protect the freedom to experiment, study and share
software at code level from the increasing commodification of the symbolic that included
also software in the 1970s17 :
“free software” is a matter of liberty, not price. To understand the concept, you
should think of “free” as in “free speech,” not as in “free beer”. We sometimes call it
“libre software” to show we do not mean it is gratis. We campaign for these freedoms
because everyone deserves them. With these freedoms, the users (both individually
and collectively) control the program and what it does for them. When users don’t
control the program, we call it a “nonfree” or “proprietary” program. The nonfree
program controls the users, and the developer controls the program; this makes the
program an instrument of unjust power.18

The other large group of hackers consisted primarily of artists and engineers who were
inspired by visions about artificial intelligence and shared an aesthetic of simulation
expressed in valuing graphical interfaces. This group believed that people should be able to
interact with the machine without addressing its underlying mechanism, and without ever
needing to comprehend it, while the machine does more than one tells it to do (Turkle, 2005,
p. 8). The way they anticipated that this could be realized was by moving this interaction
to interface value, and reducing the interaction with code and the underlying mechanism of
the machine to the minimum. Part of this group consisted by a marginal group of artists,
filmmakers, musicians and architects who were experimenting with developing their own

16 For detailed history on this development see Ceraso and Pruchnik, 2011; Coleman, 2013b
17 see Chun () for details
18 http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html retr. 23 July
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media production software in collaboration with research labs in the US (Manovich, 2013,
p. 56). This software was initially very hardware specific – it was designed to run on a
particular machine preventing a more general-purpose use of early computer programs.
The dependency on hardware in the domain of professional computer graphics production
remained so to a large extent until the mid 1990s (To do: develop more on the problems in
the sector in the 1990s and the move of patents and technology to Pixar and Microsoft.
The death of Silicon Graphics and changes in this group too). Early techno-artistic
experiments with computer graphics were abundant, but many of them failed initially
due to the cumbersomeness and size of hardware, and the aesthetically inaccessible to the
broader public visual representations, as some accounts of the experiments of the “father
of electronic art”, Billy Kluver suggest. Nevertheless they represented a notable step in the
development of the computer graphics media production industry of today, epitomizing
McLuhan (1994, page)’s statement that “The artist picks up the message of cultural and
technological challenge decades before its transforming impact occurs”.
The experiments with computer graphics continued through the 1970s and 1980s driven
by two groups of people – scientists-engineers who wanted to be artists, and artists who
wanted to create works beyond the traditional medium of drawing: “Their goal, if they
would even deign for it to be labeled so, was a melding of human psyche and machine
to achieve a new way of experiencing art” (Sito, 2013, p. 11). This vision reflected the
emerging aesthetics of simulation in the wake of American counterculture in the 1970s
that was encouraging people to expand their minds (92). Much of this research formed the
virtual reality stream.19
In the same time, in the 1970s and early 1980s a group of scientists-engineers who wanted
to be artists developed in the Xerox research center in Palo Alto the first versions of a
graphical user interface as we know it today, with overlapping windows, icons and a mouse,
together with several software applications for media manipulation that used this graphical
interface (Bolter and Grusin, 2003; Manovich, 2013, p. 31). These developments represented
an attempt to integrate computer graphics with the way people could communicate with
computers, and aimed at gradually replacing the linear, text-based communication with
the computer. Particular for this development was that it was done in collaboration with
high-school students or “child programmers” (cf Turkle, 2005) who programmed their
own tools to enable making their own virtual, graphical worlds. The prototypes of the
19 For a comprehensive history of the development of the virtual reality branch of computer graphics see
Boellstorff (2008). Note also that more recently, with Facebook purchasing the stereoscopic virtual
reality technology of Oculus Rift, there are intensifying speculations about virtual reality being close to
becoming a mass commodity (65th ICA conference, 2015, Puerto Rico.)
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graphical interface reflected the vision of one of Xerox Park research leaders, Alan Kay ‘to
provide users with a programming environment, examples of programs, and ready-made
general tools so the users would be able to make their own creative tools’ (Manovich, 2013,
p. 57). This vision, in particular the possibility to make new visual tools from existing
ones, Manovich (2013, p. 99) argues, has enabled unpredictable and individual uses of
the software programs, such as writing simulation programs in a particular programming
language – Smalltalk later used by Disney - that could display the results visually on the
screen: “By making a change in the code a user would be able to see the visual result of this
change in the image produced by the program”. This was something valued particularly
for making computer based motion graphics and animation:
The control of the animation could be easily done from a Smalltalk simulation. For
example, an animation of objects bouncing in a room is most easily accomplished by
a few lines of Smalltalk code that express the class of bouncing objects in physical
terms (Manovich, 2013, p. 100).

The combination of artists, students and engineers who were jointly developing computer
graphics and developing the new way of interacting with the computer - through the
graphical interface - favored experimentation, individual customisation of work processes,
and encouraged further improvement of technology in a way that combines art and craft,
techne and poiesis: “Without the hacker, CG could never have grown from a weak, glowing
vector line on an old oscilloscope to today’s slick digital spectacle” (Sito, 2013, p. 100).
This period in history, of experimentation with graphics and programming has also been
foundational for the development of computer based animation: “They created something
no one asked them to and made something no one wanted, which they then built into a
universe parallel to Hollywood” (2).
Some of the early hackers who shared the vision of emergence and aesthetics of simulation
were Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak, the former of whom was the co-founder of Apple
and later became the founder of the computer based animation studio Pixar. They took
the graphical interfaces and the paint, music and animation programs developed by the
Xerox research group and included them in the first Macintosh computer, making them
known as the MacPaint, Mac...., etc (Manovich, 2013, p. 100). Thus, the Mac became
the first computer with a graphical user interface (GUI). It removed the need to address
the underlying logic of the machine, and while carrying in the first years still largely the
hacker, technical culture of experimentation it played a substantial role in converting the
computer into a mass commodity. This happened not only by reducing the size of hardware
and cost of technology, but also due to obscuring the mechanisms of work of the machine
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and creating an aesthetically beautiful environment of simulations gradually removing
the requirement for the user to engage with the textual and mathematical language of
communicating with the computer.
Culturally, the Macintosh computer represented a rupture with the modernist logic of
knowing and experiencing the world in depth, replacing it with the idea of exploration
of surfaces (Turkle, 2005, p. 9). It engaged the computer user in a different way of
thinking and knowing - through clicking and exploring visually, not by exploring the
underlying mechanisms of technology (43). As such it stood in opposition to the early
IBM computer of the 1980s that came packaged with instructions for how to program,
encouraging experimentation as well as knowledge of the machine but forcing the user to
learn the specifics of textual communication with the computer

20 .

Many hackers sharing

the “rule-based aesthetics” found joy in having an IBM computer for its robustness, and for
the company’s commitment to the textual interface for communicating with the computer.
It was also distributing the source code of its operating system and programs together
with the hardware which allowed to develop technology under the public control of its
users (Coleman, 2013b; Turkle, 2005). Committed to the aesthetics of simulation, the
Mac was to become a symbol of the post-modern, followed by other computer operating
systems that favored the prevalence of surface over depth, and became a founding pillar in
the formation of the “new culture of the image or the simulacrum” (Jameson, 1991, p. 6),
triumphing over the modernist, linear, embedded in textuality relation to technology. If
the computer screen was previously representing something to look through in order to
engage with the underlying code of the machine, the graphical interfaces on it became
surfaces one looks at (Schaffner and Roberts, 2006). This resembled a literal adoption of
Alberti’s metaphor of the window: ‘Their windows opened on to a world of information
made visible and almost tangible to the user, with the goal to make the surface of these
windows, the interface, transparent’ (Bolter and Grusin, 2003, p. 36)21 .

2.3 Technological transparency as opacity of algorithm
If in the 1970s and up to mid 1980s, the meaning of technological transparency was primarily
carrying the meaning of transparency of code in terms of its availability, visibility and
access for experimentation, the development of the Mac and later the rapid development

20 Later on the Mac and IBM merged partially and both adopted the graphical interfaces leading to a
transformation of the computer culture and industry, and creating for some time the perception that
the Mac had abandoned the culture of its most committed users. For a detailed account on this period
in history see Christina Garsten, 1994’s ethnography of Apple
21 See also Friedberg (2009) on the development of the virtual window
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of computer graphics since the second half of 1980s redefined the meaning of transparency.
In this redefinition, the visibility of code was obscured, the interface replaced the text, and
transparency took the meaning of navigating opaque surfaces and interfaces in the strive
for creating digital immediacy. The process was additionally aided by the commodification
of the software’s source code in the 1980s (To do: develop more on the commodification of
software here by taking ideas from Hemungs-Wirtén, Bollier, Lessig, Chun and Coleman).
This altered substantially the cultural meaning of computers, introducing a logic of
“transparent immediacy” or “digital immediacy” as Bolter and Grusin (2003, p. 27) have
suggested. What Bolter and Grusin call digital immediacy does not refer to the increase in
speed of communication but to the intensification of media users’ desire for experiencing
media without mediation, or what they call the immediate and the transparent media. The
act of obscuring mediation enforced by engagement with the computer at interface level is
conceived in the tension between the desire to both multiply media and to erase all traces
of mediation, or even to erase the media in the very act of multiplying them(5). In making
such media, the programmer takes the role of a mediator who promotes and makes digital
immediacy through exercising technical craft. In the same time, digital media that follows
the logic of immediacy obscures the role of the programmer in designing or generating it
algorithmically with the goal to involve the observer even more intimately in the image
through creating mathematically perfect media (23-26). Ultimately, contemporary media
becomes about the transparent presentation of the real and the enjoyment of the opacity
and complexity of media themselves(Bolter and Grusin, 2003, p. 21). Some of the most
prominent examples of this process are the graphical and WYSIWYG22 interfaces which
replaced the command line environment for communicating with the computer becoming
the standard way that aids our communication with the machine by making it “transparent”
and “natural” (Bolter and Grusin, 2003, p. 32). Typing text in Word or in OpenOffice,
document processing programs that simulate writing on a blank sheet of paper gives, for
example, such a feeling of immediacy, while in the same time it obscures the thousands
of operations that the program executes to represent and break text into lines in a way
that creates the impression of writing black letters on a white sheet of paper. Such, and
many more examples of programs that could be given, illustrate that the desire for digital
immediacy is also related to the Cartesian proposition that mathematics is appropriate for
describing nature (Bolter and Grusin, 2003, p. 27):
Computer graphics experts, computer users and the vast audiences for popular film
and tv continue to assume that unmediated presentation is the ultimate goal of visual
22 WYSIWYG stands for what you see is what you get
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representation, and to believe that technical progress towards this is being made. When
interactivity is combined with automaticity with the 500-old perspective method, the
result is an account of mediation that millions of viewers today find compelling (Bolter
and Grusin, 2003, p. 30)

Furthermore, Bolter and Grusin (2003, page) suggest that the strive for realism is not
universal, but it is a particular feature of specific groups of people in specific times striving
for cultural power and prestige. From this point of view, the strive for digital immediacy
can be seen as a continuation of the vision of some of the hackers from the 1980s who shared
the aesthetics of simulation, and some of whom later became some of the leading actors in
the computer and digital image media industry today such as Apple, IBM, Microsoft, and
Pixar, implicating the aesthetics of simulation as the standard way of using the computer.
Some of the members of the other hacker group that shared the rule-based aesthetics
became instead the main opponents of this approach, and insisted on transparency of
algorithm in the sense of visibility of code. The latter form of opposition resulted in the
development of the GNU/Linux operating system and the free software movement. The
main argument of the free software movement was to oppose the enclosure of source code,
and the purposeful removal of the possibilities to engage with what is under the graphical
interfaces.
The prevalence of the aesthetics of simulation over the rule-based such underlines also
the fact that technology is not neutral, but represents a source of power, a power that
is not determining but not neutral either as philosopher of technology Andrew Feenberg
(1995, pp. 4-5) argues. Feenberg further proposes that technology should be regarded as
an “ambivalent” process of development suspended between different possibilities rather
than representing a stable thing echoing more recent theoretical work that has attempted
to bring to the forefront the unstable and tentative nature of technology (Jackson, 2014).
Feenberg concludes that modern forms of oppression are not ideological but based on
techniques and cultural beliefs encoded in technology that reproduce the system, and so far
the act of choice remains hidden, a technically justified social order is projected. Broadly
seen then, technology is not a destiny but a scene of struggle, “a social battlefield” from
where alternatives embedding different systems of valuation can emerge (Feenberg, 2002,
p. 15).
The meaning of transparent technology implied by this understanding is diametrically
opposite from that of what it had in the early computer development days, creating the
illusion of transparency. It is about obscuring the mechanisms of interaction with computers,
hiding the computer and code in order to create simulations “without rupture”, despite
the many fallacies and ruptures of technology, such as speed or functional affordances
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(Bolter and Grusin, 2003, p. 22). It becomes about opacity of media and of technology
while making it ubiquitous through an ease of use and navigation in simulations nurturing
a culture of technological consumerism that implicitly suppresses critical engagement
and participation in the decisions about technology and its functions. As Kittler states,
digitization and convergence of media reduces “Sound and image, voice and text ...to
surface effects, known to consumers as interface” (Kittler, 1999, p. 1), allowing remediation
and reconfiguration of media. Yet, while this reconfiguration happens at the level of code,
the manipulation of it often takes place through media production software. Fostering an
immediate engagement with complex technologies in a culture of simulation and virtuality,
those who write the simulations set the parameters of it (Turkle, 2005, p. 14). Ultimately,
the cultural message of digital technology has become about opacity and complexity of
simulations rather than transparency of algorithm (12) that both fascinates and scares. As
Chun writes in “Programming Visions” about software, we view it as something hidden,
obscure, difficult to pin down, and generally invisible, which nevertheless generates visible
effects on the world” (in Frabetti, 2015, p. xvii).

2.4 The ambivalence of the technical apparatus and its politics
The technically mediated image creates thus a dialectic between visual media and the
technological instrumentarium or infrastructure that frames the observation, and the
political nature of constructing the latter. Philosopher of science Don Ihde (1995) proposes
that technical mediation of visual objects has been historically related to a change in the
phenomenology and materiality of the image itself. From an object of contemplation which
it has been for most of its history, technical mediation made the image into a phenomenon
introducing the division between the image in its technically mediated and non-mediated
form (Ihde, 1995, page). As Ihde notes, the mediated image has the specific quality of being
able to teach new ways of seeing and knowing the world. Gallileo’s work on the telescope
and the invention of the x-ray much later, Ihde argues, introduced a dialectic between
the nature of the observed and the technical instrumentarium that generates and frames
the observation, a dialectic that has become foundational to among others, the process
of generating scientific knowledge. The significance of the telescope lied in the possibility
to alter the context of the object that is being observed by altering the perception of
distance to the object, in Gallileo’s case the moon, fixating the object which was otherwise
in movement in a magnified, temporally specific context (Ihde, 1995, pp. 149-150). The
technically mediated image of an object, later enhanced through photography, cinema
and more recently, computer generated digital visual media does not merely represent
the observed, but it teaches ways of seeing through the establishment of its own kind
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of irrealism and fictional truth by immobility and fixation of fluid contexts in motion
(Ihde, 1995, p. 151). The idea of fixating movement and representing it as still object
with technical means developed in popular culture into photography which brought a
sense of realism in the captured, photographed image to a degree incomparable to earlier,
predominantly European attempts to bring realism in, for example, paintings23 . Taking a
step further, cinema and television added dynamism and vitality to the implied realism
in irrealistic simulation of reality in even more sophisticated ways introducing a higher
degree of dialectic in the experience of sensory engagement with technologically mediated
images and media. Enriched with sound ‘the medium contains in its realism/irrealism
presentation an effect in which “image technology”, mediate[s] and unmediate[s] ordinary
experience [and] again becomes dialectical’ (Ihde, 1995, p. 154). As such, the telescope was
among the first to introduce the technologically mediated framed vision which later has
been complicated and enriched by the invention of the photograph, the cinematic screen
and more recently, the computer screen as technologies which define the boundaries of our
experienced reality, creating a second-order of materiality delimited by the domain of the
immaterial within the screen (Friedberg, 2009).
The strive for realism and digital immediacy, for simulations of unmediated media
according to Cartesian geometry represents yet just one way of engagement with the visual.
It is not universal, in the same way as the aesthetics of simulation has not been the only
way to engage with the computer. Other technical approaches based on the same apparatus
but not based on Cartesian geometry suggest that other implementations of technology
could lead to a completely different result, establishing a freer relation to technology
rather than the submissive, immersive in a pseudo-deep aesthetics of simulation (Lamarre,
2009, p. 303). In his work on technologies of image production, Thomas Lamarre (2009)
echoes Feenberg (1995, pp. 4-5)’s argument about the ambivalence of technology suspended
between different possibilities through the proposition that the popularity of japanese
anime films is not so much connected to national cultural specifics, but to a different
approach to using the apparatus of visual representation, in this case the multiplanar
camera or its software equivalents that record different layers of still images and by showing
them rapidly create a sense of movement. Many forms of animation aim at creating a
sense of movement in depth, an illusion of moving into a world in accordance with the
Cartesian coordinate system. With high degree of technical attention, time and money the

23 Such as Dutch realism or fifteenth-century pictorial style in Italy. See the work of Alpers, 2009 and
Baxandall, 1988 for key ideas on the materiality, economics and politics of the image from this early
period
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results could be astonishing and perceived as high production values (Lamarre, 2009, p. 34).
Enhanced through 3D and digital animation that push the limits of live-action camerawork,
it is possible to create a “hypercartesianism” as Lamarre calls it, that is faster, deeper
and farther (35). On the contrary, in making Japanese anime the apparatus is used in a
different way by sliding images apart and working laterally, creating a sense of flatness, not
depth and a different kind of movement that may look very low tech because of a different
way of using the apparatus. The creation of movement is not in depth but across, making
the camera into another layer in the image, and not an eye that penetrates. As Lamarre
(2009, p. 39) says, “we become witnesses, not raiders”. The value of Lamarre’s work is in
bringing up the materiality of animation and technology and emphasizing the possibilities
for the technical apparatus to conduct different ways of seeing, which in turn underlines the
political nature and importance of addressing materiality of media. Lamarre’s discussion
remains though primarily in the field of mechanical production of animation, and never goes
in detail in discussing how a computer could magnify or limit the “force of determination
rather than determinism” of technology, as he calls it. Mechanical devices tend to allow
a more direct engagement with the materiality of the moving image wheares computer
software adds another interface to account for. In a paradigm of an aesthetics of simulation,
combined with distribution of software as a commodity distributed with opaque, and
non-accessible source code, the materiality of technology, or the media production technical
instrumentarium becomes obscured. The engagement with it becomes limited to the level
of narrative and surface, not at the level of work with ways of seeing or communicating
with technology.

2.5 A redefinition of creativity through the “broadcasting” of software
From the discussion above it could be concluded that the prevalence of the aesthetics of simulation in contemporary computer culture as a dominant way to engage in communication
with the machine has also redefined the meaning of creativity: “To create is to rearrange
existing forms”, Bolter and Grusin (2003, p. 39) point out. This type of creativity can be
regarded as part of a post-modernist condition, and a specific, often praised feature of new
media that fosters recombination, the formation of modular media that follows a database
logic (Manovich, 2001, p. 218), encouraging remixability, as well as unfinished media forms
(Manovich, 2005). From navigating sophisticated computer games and virtual worlds, to
engaging in practices of cultural jamming, digital music remixing, or writing an article on
a blog or in Wikipedia, the interface that someone else has created and the navigation in it
defines the meaning of creativity. In short, creativity has become reduced to the use of
readily available programs, digital surfaces and graphical interfaces rather than to making
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such or defining their parameters. In one of his later works Manovich (2008) illustrates this
through the example of creating anime music video (AMV), a genre in which AMV makers
use existing visual effects from the commercial software Adobe After Effects, borrow music
from commercial media, and “see themselves as editors who re-edit the original material,
rather than as filmmakers or animators who create from scratch”. Manovich links this to
processes of identity-building through readily available objects that are rearranged using
different tactics, such as bricolage, assembly or customization. On the other side, software,
graphical interfaces, computer games, web sites and social media platforms are explicitly
designed to be customized by the users, they are “designed for hackability and remixability”
(Manovich, 2008). Yet, the possibilities for software customization may not be regarded
as the creative and software industries’ strive for more visibility of the algorithm or the
underlying code of interfaces, but rather as attempts to excercise strategic transparency
aimed at expanding the range of consumers of the same platform. As a consequence, while
“Engineers strive to maintain the illusion of transparency, artists explore the meaning of
the interface itself” (Bolter and Grusin, 2003, p. 42), establishing a productive relationship
between culture and industry. As Kluitenberg (2009, p. 19) argues:
Artists in particular were pushing the boundaries of new media into new areas, while
industry made the instruments available to ever-increasing groups of producers and
customers.....Additionally, art and culture were allocated a critical position a priori as
regards the social consequences and implications of new technology.... The educational
effect of new media culture was also underlined, in which the public is tempted to play
with new media forms and effortlessly becomes familiar with technology and how it
works, informal learning or learning by doing.

Frabetti (2015, p. 94) explains this tendency as forming a narrative by software developers
to justify the systems they are developing in a way which positions the figure of the user
outside of the process of software development, “in a constant and incomplete movement
of ‘expulsion’ of certain characteristics of software as ‘user needs”’.
Importantly, this kind of creativity enforces the old division between media users and
media producers ultimately recreating the old mass-media broadcasting model. In the
case of software-based digital media and its production, what is broadcasted is no longer
messages, but software that is centrally designed and controlled by a small core of industry
actors who decide on the affordances and politics of it, while distributing it for mass
and multi-purpose use. An animator says in Wells and Hardstaff (2008, p. 24) work on
“Re-imaging animation”,
Whether you are an animator or live-action director now, you’re using the same
equipment and tools – After Effects, Final Cut Pro, Photoshop and so on. But I do
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find my brain works in a different way when using all that equipment...because I have
to think harder about the technical side of all things.

Yet, echoing the early dystopian view on the commodification of culture expressed by
Adorno and Horkheimer (1944), the radical Italian autonomist Francesco “Bifo” Berardi
(2009, p. 118) expressed colorfully this process through a critique of the appropriation of
what he calls “the field of desire”, but which could broadly be seen as the field of creativity
and media production:
Ever since the corporations specializing in ‘imagineering’ (Walt Disney, Murdoch,
Mediaser, Microsoft, Glaxo) took control of the desiring field, violence and ignorance
have been unleashed, digging the immaterial trenches of techno-slavery and mass
conformism. These forces have colonized the field of desire.

Our contemporary experience of life through digital media is thus “betwixt and between”,
in a moment of anxiety about technology we no longer understand, can control and
know what it does, created by someone else, but in the same time it is a moment of
invention and creativity through a different way of thinking and engagement with knowledge
(Turkle, 2005, p. 15). While making computers ubiquitous, opacity of software and digital
media infrastructures have nurtured a culture of technological consumerism that implicitly
suppresses critical engagement and participation in the decisions about technology and its
functions. It allows its users to engage with complex technologies, in a culture of simulation
and virtuality in which those who write the simulations set the parameters (Turkle, 2005,
p. 14). Thus, the production of digital immediacy integrates into the exploitation logic of
capital in the way in which Hardt and Negri (2009, p. 140) define it: “capital expropriates
cooperation, and the common at a level of social production and social practice becoming
a central element of exploiting biopolitical laborpower ”. From my perspective, what is
common is not the cooperation aided by computer technology and the Internet, but the
centrally-controlled and distributed software that is used for media production.
This has implications for media producers at all levels. Recent studies of work in media
production creative industries have stressed the precarious working conditions that highskilled artists and technicians experience, and the the exploitation of audiences through
practices of co-creation. Some have connected alienation to the institution of employment
as such(Stahl, 2010) suggesting that on one hand it enables employers to disposes and
when they deem as expedient manage artists as other kinds of workers; and on the other
hand allows the employer to appropriate the intellectual property:
When workers are integrated into enterprises by way of employment (as opposed
to independent contracting), the principle of institutionalized autonomy operates in
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conjunction with two other principles less studied by cultural industries researchers:
the employment relation and employer appropriation of intellectual property

(Stahl, 2010). From being referred to as a “cottage industry” in the 1920s and 1930, where
anyone with a camera, paper or celluloid, and drawing skills could mobilize family or friends
to make an animated film (Lamarre, 2009, p. 87), animation and computer graphics media
production has become subordinate to corporate agendas: ‘corporate culture provides,
refines and sells tools, and it is crucial [for] animators and artists’ (Wells and Hardstaff,
2008, p. 78).
Mark Deuze (2007, p. 57) has further pointed out how the Internet and other communication technology allows labor force to be restructured and distribute cultural production
geographically by outsourcing tasks to cheaper or free labor, such as fans or audiences.
Him, and other scholars who have addressed media production in television (Banks and
O’Connor, 2009; Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2010), animation Stahl, 2010, or the computer
game industry (M. Deuze, Martin, and Allen, 2007) have noted the importance of media
production technology for the work process, in particular in configuring the labor force by
imposing the need for constant skill development on the latest software, and in creating a
large market for technology upgrades in order to enable the newest industry developed
hardware and software:
Technology is intrinsically tied to the nature of video games, both in terms of the
innovative use of computer hardware and software in games, and in the way technological
parameters continually direct near-future game development. This tension is reflected
in the work of developers by a widely felt need to maintain pace with the latest
technological innovations, whilst also being challenged to dictate and innovate the uses
of those very same technologies in a manner that threatens to make ‘old’ skills obsolete.

Yet, they have treated media production technology as something that needs to be
studied by its users rather than something that is developed by industries or other actors
and which adds one more axis of production. Less noted in these discussions is that the
process of interaction with tools and materials creates dependencies of the producers or
members of a community of practice on the materials, in this case software, because of
the development of skills in the course of interaction with the specifics of the materials
(Becker, 1982, p. xiii). “Struggles with infrastructure are built into the very fabric of
technical work” (see neuman & star 1996) and these struggles enact a specific, craft-like
and skill developing mode of interaction with materials and technologies that engages in a
“problem-solving, problem-finding rhythm” (Sennett, 2008, page). The more knowledge is
built on a specific material or piece of infrastructure, the greater dependency of the users
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becomes on them. To reiterate an example that Becker (1982) gives, when photographers
get used to a specific type of photo paper, they develop a skill tuned to the work with this
paper. If the manufacturer of the paper stops producing it, the process of migration to
use a different paper involves a significant amount of effort and time for retraining, and
transforming the skill to the new instrumentarium. If we transpose this to the context of
digital media based on software, this process becomes more complicated and politically
loaded because of the specifics of the materiality of digital media. On one hand, any change
in the production software that a creator of digital media uses affects her work process
and requires a degree of adaptation and retraining. In the same time, if a format or a
software feature is abolished or a new such is introduced, this has profound consequences
not only for the media producers’ ongoing production and work practice but also for all
work created using these standards that may or may not become obsolete, based on the
decisions of manufacturers to maintain or not an old standard. The fragile dependency of
creators on their tools and their sensitivity to changes is illustrated in the cyberculture
comic XKCD shown below.
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Figure 2.1: “Every change breaks someone’s workflow”
24

To the extent media production software is controlled by a minor number of industry
actors, they have power over shaping the creative environment and work process of creators.
As feenberg_transforming_2012 argues, machine design is socially relative and the
technological rationality it embodies is not universal but particular to capitalism in that
it reinforces managerial structures that engage in control of people and implicates that
on technology attributing it such control functions. The presence and development of
such technological dependencies through active practice of media production is an often
neglected dimension, yet it is important as it narrows down the work options for producers
of media and makes them narrow experts dependent on the actors in the industry who

24 The slogan and the comic below are XKCD comic 1172, https://xkcd.com/1172/ - obs needs permission.
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produce the tools for their work, and which creators do not have control over. To the
extent such technology is proprietary and made available either through the employment
itself, or through distribution for purchase, the process of acquiring initial skills in media
production may require either serious investments from aspiring individuals, or may foster
piracy. Those who do not have resources will in most cases “beg, borrow, or steal” (Becker,
1982, p. 71), and individuals with no resources would pirate production software if needed
in order to be able to learn, experiment with and acquire skill for making their artwork.
Therefore, the centralized proprietary control over the production and distribution of media
production software aids alienation and precarity of work in the cultural industries, making
future creators first invest in costly proprietary materials that are possible to learn only at
interface and use level, and through this become dependent on them for the rest of their
career. As such, the technical industry has a direct influence not only on enforcing the
logic of digital immediacy and communication with the computer at interface level, but
has also a substantial role over the creative autonomy and career opportunities of media
producers:
The cultural incapacity of workers, their inability to understand and master production on the basis of their ever diminishing qualifications, thus becomes the secure
foundation on which the hegemony of capital is built. The craftsman possessed the
knowledge required for his work as subjective capacity, but mechanization transforms
this knowledge into an object of power owned by another (Feenberg, 2002, p. 42)

2.6 Producers of digital media commons as recursive publics
To do: to develop more here on the relation to digital media commons and make more
clear.
What becomes at stake in such a dynamic reconfiguration of technological transparency
as outlined above is the tension between the need and desire of makers, artists and general
public to control technology and the possibility to interact with it only at the level of
interface. In some cases, artists or creators want to have creative independency or enable
other types of artistic experimentation. Then, instead of making artworks, artitsts can
attempt to make their own materials (Becker, 1982, p. 76). This approach carries the
advantage of enabling a higher degree of control of artists on their materials or tools, but
it requires the initial time, and investment in making technology, creating knowledge and
its distribution mechanisms. Becker (1982, p. 311) notes that considering the sustained
investment of time, money and other resources required for the practical development of a
new technical possibility, their development are rare. Yet, this was what the free and open
source software movement did when developing the GNU/Linux, free software operating
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system that encourages the modernist ethos of textual and direct communication with
the machine and allows communication with the computer through“rule-based aesthetics”.
Building up on this legacy, free software for computer graphics production came into
existence in the early 2000:ds. The idea behind the GNU/Linux operating system was
centred on providing an independent infrastructural core that others could build upon
and expand into more free software. Most of the developments at this level were done by
hackers or computer engineers with interest in the computer as a technical and creative
challenge. They created two free software graphical user interfaces in the end of the 1990s,
the GNOME and the KDE, but for long the creation of free media production software
that could be controlled by professional visual artists while being also functional and usable
remained a vision for the future. Similarly to the early incorporation of paint program
in the Macintosh, the Linux operating system and its distributions also featured painting
and drawing applications, initially xxx, though they carried a mixed logic combining the
modernist ethos of providing access to code, but in the same time sharing the aesthetics of
emergence and digital immediacy.
Some artists used free software in order to get the possibility to code animations or images
as a way to interrogate the bureaucratic and statistical systems of social order and control by
applying a proceduralist logic to their art practice in which the latter is formed by a direct
engagement with programming (Hoy, 2010, p. 99). Lievrouw (2011, pp. 98-100) uses the
term “alternative computing” to emphasize the moment when technological infrastructure
itself becomes the arena for self-expression and social change and not being just a means
to a social end. Alternative computing is seen as a new genre of media activism Lievrouw
(2011, p. 117) distinguished by three features - its interventionist nature by definition,
the reconfiguration of the infrastructure, and is heterotopic in its woldview, practice and
ethical commitments sharing distrust in centralized authority. However, technological
infrastructure has always been a way for self-expression for some groups of technologists
involved in experimenting with computers, much before discussions about “new media”
or “alternative media” have emerged. What is alternative today - sharing of computer
code and experimentations with technology at the level of code, has been the norm in
the early computer cultures. Thus, a more appropriate term could be Kelty (2008)’s
“recursive publics”. With this term he refers to those groups of actors in the technological
landscape whose existence revolves around creating and maintaining independent technical
infrastructure as a way of interrogating existing power structures and demonstrating
working alternatives:
A recursive public is a public that is vitally concerned with the material and practical
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maintenance and modification of the technical, legal, practical, and conceptual means of
its own existence as a public; it is a collective independent of other forms of constituted
power and is capable of speaking to existing forms of power through the production of
actually existing alternatives. Free Software is one instance of this concept, both as it
has emerged in the recent past and as it undergoes transformation and differentiation
in the near future.

Yet, free software is not developed and used only by individuals interested in operating
systems and building the low level infrastructure, even though this was the case in its early
days Some techno-art practices take the infrastructure and the legal, or organizational
approaches to building and distributing technology from the free software movement and
make new layers of media production infrastructure, such as independent media production
software, making them run on top of the existing ones. They strive to combine the
modern and post-modern ways of communicating with the computer, without necessarily
attempting to reject capitalism. Rather, they aim at establishing ways to gain more creative
power and autonomy in producing media. While the free software movement, and later
the creative commons, or openness movement are perceived by scholars as more agonistic
and oppositional to capital, something which led some post-marxist scholars to direct their
hopes for a new proletariat, or the cognitariat as having a revolutionary potential to abolish
capitalism through alternative ways of organising production (H&N; Söderberg: Lazzarato;
Pasquinelli), other techno-artistic practices try to integrate in capitalist structures by
making space for themselves through constructing and circulating technology and content
that allow larger control and engagement with the underlying mechanisms of the computer.
The area of digital commons has indeed been expanding since the 2000s after the
development of legal mechanisms, in particular the Creative Commons licensing framework
which allows to license and distribute digital artefacts under more open and less restrictive
terms than the dominating copyright schemes. The Creative Commons licences have been
the base for suggesting the formation of specific culture denoted through terms such as
“free culture” (Lessig, 2004), and cultures of “remixability” (Manovich, 2005). Others
have preferred to speak of the emergence of an “openness movement” (see Hemmungs
Wirtén) adding a nuance of struggle and opposition to the existing models of managing
knowledge in the cultural industries. Such an oppositional discourse can also be found
out in the popular term introduced by Lessig (2004), “free culture” that stands for the
opposite of what he calls “permission culture” (3), or culture in which “creators get to
create only with the permission of the powerful, or of creators from the past” (3). As
such, free culture represents a specific cultural form of media built “on values, not on
commercial interests” (Lessig, 2004, p. 3) that is perceived as standing in an agonistic
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opposition to capitalist modes of cultural production, in particular the market and the
dominating globally “permission culture” (ibid).
To develop further: They use post-fordist models of flexible labor, but also combine them
with elements of craft, guilds, etc – the rules of the benevolent dictator, but also in new
ways – the public craft. Work within such projects has a dual character - and sharing of
code can also play a role of strategic transparency, in the same way as the industry-offered
functions for customization. They need to work in capitalist society in this case, and do
it by radical sharing that acts as strategic transparency generating value, audiences and
competent labor power. What is different however is the degree of engagement with the
program that is allowed - in the formed it can happen at multiple levels, including at
the level of code, wheares in the industry-provided software this interaction is limited to
interface level.
By focusing on open source animation production as examples of techno-art practices
that share the above outlined features and as practices that attempt to continue the
lineage of combining the two logics, of the modern and post-modern communication with
technology I aim to explore the following empirical research questions:

2.7 Research questions
1. How does the production of digital media commons within techno-art media practices
centered on independent technology and content development relate to questions of
media transparency, in particular technological, labor, and content transparency?
2. How can the production of digital media commons be theorized beyond dichotomies
such as commons-market; emancipation-exploitation; but as cultural production
processes in their complexity? As Hayles (2012, p. 18) argues, we are still in a period
of dynamic interplay between the interests of the industries and of individuals –
sometimes working together to create win-win situations, other times in sharp conflict
over whose interests will prevail
3. How can practices of sharing – of infrastructure, content, and work process – be
conceptualized in relation to value (economic and other values) and meaning creation?
4. How does the production of digital media commons relates to participatory cultures
and autonomy of labor? Efficiency in production practices has traditionally been
associated with alienation. Yet, I am interested to see how does efficiency and smart
solutions to production are used anti-alienation?

CHAPTER

3

Method

‘Much of the ethnographic study of information systems implicitly involves the study of
infrastructures’ (Star, 1999)

3.1 Making as acts of meaning
To do: improve the introduction.
My approach to understanding open source animation production has been primarily
ethnographic, and I have regard the phenomenon as techno-artistic “media practice” (cf
Couldry, 2012). The focus on practice allows to understand the building of technology and
content in the domain of digital commons in the context of action, as something which
people do, and in which action is a “useful source of tension with the instinct to theorize
about media in the abstract” (Couldry, 2012, p. 33). Practices consist of regularity, they
embed linguistic conventions around the practice, and are relational in the sense of being
constructed around needs (Couldry, 2012). Not least, practices regarded as actions are
normative as they provide suggestions of possible ways to live in the world (34). When
related to media, the practice approach regards media not as “objects, texts, apparatuses of
perception or production processes, but to what people are doing in relation to media in the
contexts in which they act” (36). This view underscores the social relativism of the process
of construction of technological infrastructures, and texts. Action as meaning-making
practice takes place in social interaction through both ritualistic and transmission forms
of communication (Carey, 2009). In the context of studying open source animation films
and digital commons I do not limit social interaction as taking place only between human
subjects, but as communication that also takes place between humans and computers, or
humans and other technical objects. It can exhibit itself in practices of writing computer
code, using and transforming software, or making a film that take place in multiple contexts,
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synchroneously and not. While this view may remind of Latour’s actor-network-theory,
I regard the agency of the non-human actors as an object against which social reactions
and actions are shaped discursively, rather than existing on their own and on equal terms
as any other human. As organisational economics scholar Philippe Lorino (2014) argues,
objects can act as semiotic mediations of social actions and contribute to the dynamics of
social activity and meaning-making practices.
These interactions, as well as the actions constituting media practices form broader
contexts of practice. It is in these contexts that the actual activities as cultural processes
can be studied. Yet, cultures are not “just there”, but are rather “liquid, emergent and
open-ended” (Hannerz, 1992, p. 17), therefore in a field of practice people both produce
and consume also a multitude of accounts and narratives produced elsewhere (Czarniawska,
2007, p. 10). This production and consumption of accounts is increasingly mediated –
media in the broader sense of devices, software and texts circulated in various forms has
come to represent “machineries of meaning”(Hannerz, 1992, pp. 26-27) that externalise
meaning in ways in which people can communicate overpassing the need for physical
co-presence, adding complexity.

3.2 Research cases
The practice of making open-source animation represents a challenge to study as a cultural
techno-art practice, as it develops at the crossing between multiple communities and practices – multiple technical communities, digital artistic practice, commons and commodities,
online and offline, visible and invisible or transparent and opaque. To narrow down the
scope of the study I have chosen as focal point two ambitious open source animation films,
one made by the Blender Institute, the organisation at the core of the Blender 3D software
and its community and one made by Konstantin Dmitriev, a Russian director and animator
who runs a project at the core of the Synfig 2D software community.
The Blender Institute project was officially launched in 2014 under the code name Project
Gooseberry:
Project Gooseberry is the code name for the Blender Institute’s 5th open movie,
Cosmos Laundromat, a 15-minute short, the pilot for the planned first-ever free/open
source animated feature film. ...[It] is an open and free production, which means that
not only will the final movie and all its assets be freely distributed (under a Creative
Commons license) for personal viewing and use, but the entire production process is
open to the eyes of the public.

The connection between the development of open animation films in the domain of
digital media commons; and in the same time the largest 3D graphics community outside
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of the industry makes the Blender Institute and its fifth and most ambitious film project,
Gooseberry an appropriate example for this study.
The second case is that of the film The Beautiful Queen Marya Morevna, part of Morevna
project by Konstantin Dmitriev, a director and animator based in the city of Gorno-Altasyk
in Southern Siberia, and a group of local animators. Inspired largely by the work of the
Blender Institute, the group has since 2008 been dedicated to developing open source
animation and free software for professional animation in the domain of 2D anime graphics.
It has stimulated the development of the largest free software for 2D animation Synfig.
Both cases represent different national and geographical contexts, but in the same time
the extent to which Morevna has been inspired by earlier Blender Institute films allows to
regard both projects as culturally interconnected practices.

3.3 Locating the field of practice
Free Software, as a cultural practice, weaves together a surprising range of places,
objects, and people; it contains patterns, thresholds, and repetitions that are not simple
or immediately obvious, either to the geeks who make Free Software or to those who
want to understand it. (Kelty, 2008, p. 2)

Getting access to sites of research and establishing trust with informants is a premise
for conducting ethnographic research (Hammersley and Atkinson, 2007). Before getting
access, the challenge for me became to determine which were the fields of practice or rather
the broader production contexts of the films. Despite being framed as open source films
and centred around the idea of openness, publicity, transparency and sharing, my initial
meeting with the contexts of these practices left the impression of opacity and frustration
of not being able to really pin them down.
Both Morevna and Gooseberry are spread over multiple production contexts. They were
very visible and public, with websites and production blogs on which project progress has
been communicated outwards on a weekly basis through video streamed from the studios,
text summaries, sketches, and technical documentation. Morevna was present on all popular
social media, both western and Russian such as YouTube, Vimeo, MySpace, Facebook,
Twitter, Google+, Vkontakte (check). So was also Gooseberry, though with accent on
the western media. Each of them was often present in many online contexts ranging from
community portals such as Blender Nation, CG Cookie, Blender Artists, Blender....to the
Synfig and anime related communities X, Y, and Z. Morevna had additionally a public
file sharing platform (git), a wiki and a few other platforms that represented public web
infrastructure for collaboration, though the nature of use and the dynamics of collaboration
in these platforms were hard to grasp.
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Gooseberry was also featured and discussed in various Blender-related online platforms
that quickly made me overwhelmed and impressed by the size and scale of the Blender
community. It was on the web portals BlenderNation; BlenderGuru; BlenderArtists;
BlenderNetwork. On some of these there were active discussions around the technical
code developed through the production; on others there were talks with the participants,
artists and technicians. There was also the Blender software development wiki; two google
mailing lists; several channels on IRC. Not least, there is an annual Blender conference in
Amsterdam, and an endless number of smaller regional Blender conferences all over the
world. Last, but not least, there were the websites of all the previous Blender Institute
open movies, containing so much data and traces of past social interaction that they could
easily be treated as archives of “big data”.
Interestingly though, the degree of Morevna and Gooseberry’s presence and visibility
in these contexts varied. In most of them its nature was closer to broadcasting, more
rarely used for recruiting, but never for production or organising production. This was
posing a challenge to determine the field of practice, and observe actions and meanings in
production.
Judging from the reports on the production blogs it was evident that participants
contributing to Morevna were largely geographically dispersed, some being in GornoAltaysk or the nearby area, others in India, Italy, France, Sweden, USA, or other parts of
Russia. Those participating in Gooseberry were located mainly in Amsterdam, but some
were collaborating from other places such as Costa Rica, France, Russia, New Zealand
to name a few. Communication between them was not public or organised through
easily accessible channels such as public forums or chats but kept the impression of much
happening in the register of the invisible.
Unable to locate the fields of practice and production anywhere, overwhelmed by
this tremendous online presence, I turned to “multi-sited ethnography” as the main
methodological approach in this study.

3.4 Multi-sited ethnography
The essence of “multi-sited ethnography”, an approach introduced by anthropologist George
Marcus (1995) is that instead of focusing on one place or a set of places in which practices
and interactions are explored, the understanding of cultures is built through “tracing the
changing nature, and use of things in different contexts” (pp. 105-108). The multi-sited
approach can be applied in many ways. One way is to follow things and people, commodities
and their circulation. In this case the researcher takes a starting point in one entity –
a person or a “thing”, and by following them in their move from context to context, a
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process of tracing “the social life of things” (Kopytoff, 1986) the researcher also engages
in the practice. When this tracing is done towards individuals, organisational studies
and sociologiests have started to refer to this approach as shadowing (Czarniawska, 2007;
McDonald, 2005; Vásquez, Brummans, and Groleau, 2012).
In my work I have regarded the move of both people and objects in different contexts
as important points of analysis. This move can be traced in two ways: by historical
analysis of the biographies of things and people, or by an actual, experiential following.
The entities which I decided to follow biographically were the production software, the
animations produced with that software, and the people participating in the productions.
This approach allows to follow analytically details that otherwise may remain obscure, and
trace people and objects along various networks not implying a delinking from totalities
or global processes (Coleman, 2010). The concern with delinking has indeed been one
of the primary driving forces that gave birth to the idea of multi-sited ethnography as a
result of the realization of anthropologists in the 1980s that the idea of an enclosed field
and generally place-centred approaches were failing to take into account macro-forces that
shape micro contexts (Marcus and Fischer, 1986), a concern reenacted today in the debates
about ethnography in online settings.

25

A particular feature of multi-sited ethnography is

the accent on tracing connections among seemingly disconnected practices, rather than
working within field boundaries:
within a multi-sited research imaginary, tracing and describing the connections and
relationships among sites previously thought incommensurate is ethnography’s way of
making arguments and providing its own contexts of significance (Marcus, 1995)

The point which Marcus makes is that the knowledge emerging from this approach stems
from connections, relations, topologies and maps that are not given, but which are ’found’.
In the context of ethnographic research online, the multi-sited approach has been regarded as
providing opportunities to develop new notions of intervention and explore alternative ways
of making contributions to the development of theory and practice, forcing a detachment
from methodological canons (Beneito-Montagut, 2011; Hine, 2011).
A peculiarity of this approach is that the agency of the researcher is removed as
determining the focus, but rather takes the role of “circumstantial activism” (Marcus,
25 Many scholars have regarded the emergence of the Internet as a challenge to the research of social
activity and cultural practices ethnographically, in particular through participant observation. For
example, an increasing body of scholars has argued for the need to redefine the concept of ethnographic
fieldwork to better fit contemporary cultural contexts and with that alter the meaning and centrality of
doing participant observation online (markham_fieldwork_2013; Hine, 2011; Wittel, 2001). Others
have been more skeptical. See for example ....
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1995). The latter, Marcus clarifies, does not mean that the researcher is affiliated to
a particular social movement or carries a political agenda, but rather adjusts to the
circumstances and situations in each context through which she moves, ’“renegotiating
identities in different sites as one learns more about a slice of the world” (ibid). This kind
of dislocation and perpetual adjustment disrupts earlier ethnographic conventions of “being
there” and simultaneously “evokes ethnography itself as composed of networked, rhizomic,
viral knowledge processe” (Marcus, 2007, p. 1132).
Some of the challenges of multi-sited ethnography tend to be associated with the difficulty
of getting access to, move between and finally make sense of the multiplicity of accounts
and contexts, something which in certain cases can increase the time needed to establish
access to multiple sites allowing less time later for the research (Wittel, 2001), or in other
cases result in significant costs accompanied with a permanent feeling of uncertainty that
accompanies having a constantly moving “field” and changing actors.

3.5 Moving between invisible contexts
* To do: Write a note about anonymity. I have to a large extent left the text not
annonymized, an explicit wish of the participants, reflecting their commitment to radical
sharing and transparency. The only places where I have annonymized them is where I have
discussed more personal details, or some that could be controversial or have unwanted
consequences for the participants
3.5.1 Getting access to Morevna
At the start of my research in autumn 2012 only Morevna was in active production, working
on finalizing a 4-minute animation demo, in difference from project Gooseberry of the
Blender Institute which was in its planning stages. I chose this case as the starting point
from where I attempted to explore how to enter in a relation of “circumstantial activism”. I
also attempted to enter in a more active role, in “participative mode” (Czarniawska, 2007,
p. 14) in Morevna was by attempting to become a collaborator in the film.
I emailed Konstantin Dmitriev, the producer and animation film director of The Beautiful
Queen Marya Morevna located in Gorno-Altaysk explaining my interest as researcher, and
asking whether I could participate or contribute to any production moment or task that
would not involve drawing or artwork for which I lacked the necessary skills. In a response
by email and a subsequent brief discussion on Skype I had to present myself and my interest
in the project. Shortly after I was assigned the task to improve the English version of the
script of the film which was originally in Russian, and asked to get acquainted with the
conditions for contribution stated on the project Wiki under “Contributor’s Guide”. Part
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of them read:
First of all, before you contribute, consider the free-culture nature of the project. We
are only able to accept contributions conforming to two main conditions:
By contributing to the Morevna Project your contribution is considered to be released
under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. Contributed data must be
produced using the open-source software only.
Here’s the software that should be used for particular tasks:
Drawing, static images: MyPaint, GIMP, Krita. 2D animation (vectorization tweening):
Synfig Studio. 2D frame-by-frame animation: Pencil. 3D modeling, animation and
video editing: Blender.
Is it ok for you? If yes, then let’s go! (http://morevnaproject.org/wiki/Contributor%
27s_Guide retrieved 8 June 2015)

Agreeing to this meant that my contribution would be in a role equivalent to that of
any other collaborator in this project, complying with the idea of symmetry of qualtiative
research when done in “participative mode” (Czarniawska, 2007, pp. 8-12). As a consequence of this brief collaboration we started increasingly communicating through Skype, a
communication which triggered a chain of movements among different contexts and enacted
my agency in the role of a circumstantial activist.
3.5.2 Site A: Skype – a communicative and work space
One of the sites and contexts in which an actual “live” interaction between me and Dmitriev,
the Morevna producer occurred was the one constructed through Skype in my first contacts
with him. In qualitative research Skype is usually used as a tool to perform interviews,
and more rarely for mediated collaboration. In the latter case it is regarded as “a form of
collaborative knowledge construction that creates a new digital discourse” (Gallagher and
Freeman, 2011) and expands the possibilities for engagement. In the period 2012 – 2015 I
used Skype extensively for three main purposes: to maintain contact and regular, informal
updates with Konstantin Dmitriev; to conduct in-depth qualitative interviews with him
and several other contributors to Morevna project (one animator located in Spain; one
in Italy; and one in Costa Rica); and to perform work on Morevna-related tasks together
with Dmitriev.
With regards to the qualitative Skype interviews only one of them was oral and using
the video possibilities; the other two were text-based as the interviewees felt uncomfortable
languagewise.
In October 2013 I was invited through email and Skype by Dmitriev to dub in English a
video course explaining the main animation production software used in Morevna – Synfig
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Studio. The engagement in this task required me to quickly learn new technologies – how
to work with the open source audio recording software Audacity, and to use several web
services for file exchange. This collaboration led to a recording of 10 video lessons over
the course of 10 days. The video lessons were subsequently shared in three ways - as a
commodity sold for 40 USD through the online educational platform Udemy.com; as a
pay-what-you-want material available through Gumroad.com, and as a free to download
with sources “commons”. I regard each of these forms of sharing as a positioning of the
Morevna media practice not only in different sites, but also in different economic and social
contexts that would have remained obscure had I not been part of the course creation. It
gave an idea about how producers of commons can reconcile and move between the domains
of commons and commodities, and attempt to experiment with different business models
through the production of technology and content in the domain of commons (Velkova
and Jakobsson, 2015). Aside of that, this Skype collaboration revealed the existence of
hierarchies in the production practice. Dmitriev had a very clear idea what kind of course
he wanted to make, and how he wanted to make it. I was able to propose changes to the
course text in terms of grammar, sentence construction and alike, but not influence the
contents or structure of the course.
This emphasized an important peculiarity of the production practice – the existence
of hierarchies creating a picture contrary to much research on participatory media production that has argued about the emergence of horizontal organisational structures, flat
comunication networks and self-organisation.
To sum up, in the case of Morevna Skype could be seen as a tool used to create a “virtual
workshop” that allowed both communication and collaboration between me and Morevna
project. This kind of use brought our interaction close to earlier notions of “cyberspace”
used initially in relation to telephone conversations occurring in “the place between the
phones” (Ronell, 1989), but substantially enriched by the possibilities for online exchange
of material - working recordings, text, and links to videos. A challenge to maximize the
potential for collaboration in this kind of interaction was the difference in our access to
infrastructure - the low bandwidth and frequent interruptions in the connection due to
Dmitriev’s low speed Internet connection to which he had access from Siberia revealed
that although communicatively we participated at the same terms, infrastructurally I
had an advantaged position. It also showed the fragility of mediated communication as
our collaboration took often longer time due to frequent disruptions in the connection
causing frustrations. In addition, our oral communication and my active collaboration
posed difficulties in taking notes and always remain reflexive.
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3.5.3 Site B: Udemy.com
The collaboration through Skype created the initial conditions that enabled me to join
other contexts of the production and observe the interaction between Morevna and other
people, moving to other sites. As the video training course was distributed through the
educational platform Udemy.com, an online e-learning web service, it offered possibilities
for those who take the course – often animators and potential contributors to the project to have discussions and pose questions in a dedicated, password-protected online forum.
I was fortunate to obtain a login and password to this site in my role of co-author of
the course. Between November 2013 and December 2014 the course was taken by at
least 118 participants

26

many of whom expressed their appreciation online. In several

discussion threads students taking the course posed questions to which Dmitriev was
answering. Adjusting to this context, my participation in it was predominantly as observer.
Nevertheless, I had the opportunity to join and participate in the discussions had I wished
to contribute because of my role of co-author – despite being in a new location, I was still
in “participative mode”. While this site in itself did not represent a direct way to explore
the production of the animation film The Beautiful Queen Marya Morevna, it exposed
a context which was less evident – the attempt of Dmitriev to establish mechanisms for
knowledge transfer that may lead to potential expansion of the community of artists and
developers ultimately increasing the potential contributors to Morevna.
3.5.4 Site C: Libre Graphics Meeting 2014: going offline
The creation of the training course provided the context to move offline, meet a large number
of free software graphics artists and developers, as well as enter the production of Gooseberry.
In early 2014 Konstantin Dmitriev suggested that I present the workflow we used to create
the course at the “world’s largest gathering of open source projects from the graphics area
and developers and users of these programs”(http://libregraphicsmeeting.org/2014/)
- Libre Graphics Meeting. The conference was a family like gathering, as one participant
described it, of hackers and techno-artists who work with open source and free software
computer graphics who belong to different communities, know each other primarily online,
live in remote places, but gather once a year to share their passion for free software
graphics. I held a presentation on the Synfig training course that was streamed, recorded
and shared as commons (REF). My participation granted larger visibility of my research
among this community, and provided opportunities to connect physically and talk to several
participants about their contributions to Morevna project. A challenge in this context was
26 To do: explain why I write “at least”
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that my participation was in several different roles. I was representing in part myself as a
researcher, in part Morevna project, and in part the Synfig software community converting
me into an active contributor to their knowledge dissemination mechanisms and a person
perceived as standing for their values. While on one hand this could signal a step towards
the fulfilling the strive of ethnography for melting in the culture of the community, it made
me anxious and reflexive about my own standpoints, attempting to remain reflexive and
critical while entering into a deeper, and increasingly symmetric, reciprocal relationship
with an increasingly larger community of producers of free and open source computer
graphics.
LGM was also the place where I met one of the members of the Gooseberry production
team, Francesco Siddi, who presented there the launch of Gooseberry project. The contact
with him at this event was crucial for establishing some main parameters of access to the
film production, to the Blender Institute and Blender 3D community in general, and led to
a series of participant observation periods in Amsterdam.

3.6 Getting access to Gooseberry
It took five months of negotiating access to Gooseberry’s production environment in
Amsterdam with Ton Roosendaal, the Blender Institute CEO and the Blender community’s
“benevolent dictator for life”, as he is called by many in the Blender community. This came
as a surprise to me since several Blender community members had stressed before how
welcoming and open the community was. Yet, the part I was missing was that I was not a
part of the community yet. Any community has its centre, and the further one is from
this centre, the less opportunities there are to participate. This moment reflects also the
importance and luck needed to be able to actually become part of the “participative mode”
that Czarniawska (2007) argues for. At that time I was a stranger who wanted to come and
stay, without having a direct connection to or reputation in the community. My research
was not technical so I tended to be perceived as a remote scholar with peculiar interest
often treated with reservation. One day after another email round I got an unexpected
message saying that if I wanted to come, I was welcome to (and better do it) the next
week. About at the same time I got a similar note from Konstantin Dmitriev about being
welcome to pay a visit to Gorno-Altaysk in the early fall 2014. This was luck.
3.6.1 Sites D and E: Participant observation in Amsterdam and on IRC: the challenges of
observing cognitive work and communication
I spent a total about a month in Amsterdam in the span of a year (2014-2015), observing
different periods of the production of Gooseberry. Fieldwork, or participant observation in
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ethnography has traditionally had the romantic allure of the “mythic scene of encounter”
typically infused from oral cultures (Marcus, 2007). My experience of participant observation was very different. Entering as a stranger in a largely male dominated media
production environment, where some of the participants had the status of legends among
their peers while I was a complete stranger was not easy. Struggling with the 3D and
2D animation production and code writing jargon of meshes, rigs, textures, pointers,
rendernodes, tweening, layouting, shading, APIs, etc, my first contacts with the production
can be best described as an experience of learning a language.
The production office of Gooseberry was located at the Eastern Docklands in Amsterdam,
a former factory area under gentrification that is currently a centre of many small enterprises
working in the creative industries, in particular the film sector. An emphasis of creativity
dominated this area, as expressed for example in the replacement of house numbers with
names of Dutch cities in alphabetical order....Maastricht, Muiden, Monnickendam, with
Blender Institute located under the name of “Nijmegen” (double check my archive).
I came first to the Blender Institue office in August 2014 during the development of a
script for the film pilot and early planning. I visited the studio again during the phase of
active technical development and draft animations (layouting) in December 2014, then in
the moment of move towards active production in February 2015 and crunch time in May
2015. I missed the premiere of Cosmos Laundromat’s first episode in July 2015. Despite
that the time of negotiating access was long, since my very first day in Amsterdam my
role was to a large degree equivalent to an employee in Gooseberry, resembling again the
“participative mode” in participant observation. Each time I was there I got an office desk
among the other participants (most of whom were employed) and integrated in the work
environment and the project dynamics. I was part of the joint lunches and coffee breaks,
of the weekly reports of the team, and most of the meetings that took place. I was asked
though to try not to disturb the work process, my presence should be discrete: “we are
after all working on a movie, not on a Big Brother show”, I was told. During my first stay
in August many of the production team perceived me in the role of a journalist, who would
come for one time, interview everyone and then leave. My repeated and regular returns
every 2-3 months gradually started to integrate me not only in the Gooseberry production,
but in the broader Blender user community. While most of the participants in Gooseberry
and the Blender community could not quite understand what exactly I was going to write
about (this was sometimes hard to verbalise even for myself), and perceived my interest in
their practice as a sign of an awkward curiosity my returns signaled that I was serious in
my intentions, and provoked an in turn curiosity about my work.
The change in my role and gradual acceptance started in February 2015 when it was the
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first time when I was not presented or introduced to the new members of the team – my
arrival was regarded as normal, and well familiar. The second major change happened in
May 2015 and deserves a longer account.
None of the participants in Gooseberry was originally Dutch with the exception of Ton
Roosendaal, the producer. Most of them moved to Amsterdam for the time of the project,
and Ton had arranged accommodation for every member of the production who needed it.
Two or three team members usually shared the flats and one of them was reserved for team
members having left two rooms for visitors for the production to the Blender community.
At my visit in December 2014 I asked whether I could be accommodated in one of these
flats in order to reduce the cost of accommodation that was quickly depleting my doctoral
student travel budget with each stay in the expensive city of Amsterdam. I got a polite
suggestion to care for myself:
We do have a small spare room but that’s for our own guests, for people I invite for the
film. It takes my time to then organize transport (bicycle), clean it, change bedlinen,
etc. I would appreciate it if you organize your own stay in Amsterdam. That way you
are always welcome and never a burden :).

At this and following occasions I continued renting a flat in Amsterdam on my own, but in
May there came an unexpected change, when in a discussion about appropriate times for
my next visit in deadline mode or crunch time the last line of the email read:
I have a free room for you to stay in btw - in May at least. June probably too. July
not. It’s on the Alexanderkade, 5 minute walk. Nice quiet place on ground floor with
a garden even!

I interpreted this as a turning point in our relations and my position with regards to the
production team and the Blender community – from an external visitor who was supposed
to never be a burden, to a welcomed and close to the team visitor who could be trusted.
Each time I visited Gooseberry’s production in Amsterdam, there were new participants
in the office and in the course of my fieldwork I was able to record the personal stories of
most of the core participants, about 20. In most cases team members would either remain
in Amsterdam for the whole duration of the projects, or reside there temporarily for as
long as they were allowed to legally work there. Despite being in “participative mode”,
being in the office and observing Gooseberry had its peculiarities.
3.6.2 Observing cognitive work
In his book, The Soul at Work the Italian autonomist Francesco Bifo Berardi (2009, p. 74)
sums up the physical manifestation of contemporary work in the following way:
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To day, what does it mean to work? As a general tendency, work is performed according
to the same physical patterns: we all sit in front of a screen and move our fingers
across a keyboard. We type.

When entering the production space of the Blender Institute in Amsterdam this was the
picture which met me – many computer screens and people working behind them.
There were regular meetings in the office where social interaction could be observed, such
as the Monday kick-off meeting to define the work goals for the week and take a critical
angle on each one’s work, or the Friday show-offs that were broadcasted on YouTube each
Friday at 18.00 on the Gooseberry channel. The lunches at 1 in the afternoon in the
common kitchen were another point of interaction. Some ad-hoc meetings could be held
by the producers to talk shop. During most of the time of the day, though, the office was
silent, and everybody was intensively clicking with the mouse, fixated at their multiple
screens. More than once I wondered what I was observing until I discovered the existence of
the internal production communication chat on IRC. It was presented to me as the “secret
channel of the production” where all participants, no matter if located in Amsterdam or
elsewhere would be.
3.6.3 IRC as a site
Even if the office room in Amsterdam was often silent, the same people would rarely
stop talking about the production on IRC. This provided perhaps one of the richest,
though of course not exclusive sources of live interaction in the production process. It
introduced a specific communication layer on top of the communication in the physical
production space. Even if two people were located in the same room, it was not rare that
they would speak to each other in the IRC chat, rather than live. I used IRC in several ways.
To clarify discussions
If I was in the Amsterdam office, I could pose questions to participants both on IRC
and live. It was a convenient way to ask questions to people both in private or in public
without interrupting their work process, and they could reply whenever (and if at all) they
would consider it possible. I could pose questions on IRC to clarify situations that I was
overhearing but could not fully understand. For example, once I overheard a conversation
between a developer, Cambpell Barton and Pablo Vazquez, expert in virtual lighting. They
were discussing orally a problem with “coloring nodes” and that a new feature in the
Blender 3D software was needed. They tried to define the parameters of how should the
new feature look like and what it should do. Right after that I could pose a clarifying
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question to Pablo on IRC27 :
-!- Day changed to the 19 February 2015
<konfeta> hey, where would you request this feature, you just spoke about to campbell?
do you do it here in irc? or is there a website or something?
<venomgfx> hey! there are a few places where this happens. Usually the discussion would start on IRC as an idea or in the forums (blenderartists.org). If it gets
enough attention then they make a "design task" on our developers platform, developer.blender.org, where the real discussion happens between developers and artists. For
this feature in particular, this is the thread: https://developer.blender.org/D458

This kind of clarifications were helpful to uncover the links between the multiple online
contexts and websites surrounding the broader geographically dispersed Blender community,
and the actual film and technology production practice taking place at the Blender Institute.
Meanwhile, Hjalti Hjalmarsson, an animator went to two of the developers in the office
and started discussing another feature, while I could continue in the same time talking to
Pablo on the IRC chat, getting the following explanation about the way technical features
get prioritized in the development of Blender:
<venomgfx> Developers are artists too, they get excited about new stuff, they get
bored too. Their time is so valuable that whatever is going to be coded, it should have
been thought through and designed properly. It needs to fit in the rest of Blender,
otherwise it will just end up as a half-finished feature that maybe doesn’t even make
it to the final Blender. Since we use our own version of Blender, the "danger" of too
experimental features not making it to a future Blender release is bigger than usual.
<konfeta> Ah, right, have not thought about that. Hm. So who is the final judge for
what makes it to the final version? Cambpell and Sergey?
<venomgfx> Mainly module owners. Blender is split in modules. Animation module,
render module, interface module, game module, and so on. Each module has owners,
people that really know the area and can take decisions. On top of that, is Ton, who
has the big picture and the vision on how and in which direction Blender should go.
<konfeta> Right!
<venomgfx> Here’s a (bit outdated) module owners list http://wiki.blender.org/
index.php/Dev:Doc/Process/Module_Owners/List
<konfeta> Oh, thanks!! Most people have been at the Institute, familiar names. Cool!
<venomgfx> yep! We’re all a big family :)

27 In IRC every participant is presented through a nickname. My nickname here is “konfeta”, Pablo’s is
venomgfx. More reading on nicknames in computer cultures and IRC – here (REFS).
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To extend interviews
In other cases I could use IRC after recording in-depth interviews in order to ask follow
up questions, such as in situations when I have forgotten to ask about a particular thing
that I remember just after listening again through the recording. In such cases, especially
when I was in the office in Amsterdam I could continue posing questions in the chat on
IRC without disturbing other people, such as in the example below:
IRC excerpt, 19 Feb 2015:
<konfeta> I remember something I forgot to ask you :) why did you learn to program?
was it related to animation? what were you programming?
<Eibriel> My father teach me coding when I was 6 or so. But my real interest start
after see the firsts CG Animations like Toy Story and some special effects. So is deeply
connected for me. When I saw Toy Story I knew that I want to do that. But since
I didn’t have any animation software so I started coding my own animations, since
animation need a lot of computing power I started also making little games, finding
ways to connect Coding with Storytelling.
<konfeta> coding animations? you mean, you made animations without graphic
interface?
<Eibriel> exactly, really simple ones, using text or simple shapes. But I was (am) not
really good on Storytelling, that’s why I decided to study Filmmaking instead of some
Computer Science.
<konfeta> hey, coding animation is *really* geeky! I am impressed. Can I see
something of that time? :D. Why not using a software?
<Eibriel> Is all in a box in an old Macintosh Classic. I should take a look and rescue
that from the dust. The 3d software was soooo slow, and useless.
<konfeta> You mean, it was faster for you to code than to use software? It is hard to
imagine this today :)
<Eibriel> yep, but keep in mind I was just a child, that was like the more simple
animated gif of today hehe nothing fancy

As evident from this example, the possibility to ask additional questions on IRC could
provide short, but rich replies that were helpful to understand the processes of meaning
making from developing independent technology. It was also a convenient form to elaborate
on them without disturbing the work process. Besides, I could use the IRC channel to pose
questions in public to all the production team, as here when I am asking about the new
way of presenting the production:
<konfeta> kaito: I am trying to write a blog post about my visit. And I wonder shall I refer to the Blender Institute as such, or shall I use Blender Animation Studio?
Blender Anim. Studio is a new concept for me :)
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<kaito> Institute is fine. Both names can be used
* kaito still experimenting with it
<konfeta> ok, cool!

To actively participate
Lastly, I could make propositions for some small details of the production on the IRC
chat, such as here:
<konfeta> hi eyecandy and maxon! I was struck this morning by how depressing grass
and rocks I have in my yard this morning, thought it may give some ideas for reference
(couldn’t capture the humidity of the grass, but can try again tommorrow early morning
if you find it useful) :P Here some links: http://phd.nordkonst.org/IMG_0855.JPG
<kaito> all the sheep in sweden have committed suicide already i guess!
<konfeta> haha, they froze
<eyecandy> konfeta, oooh nice! konfeta, would you be able to take a sharp frontal
photo of the mossy ground? I could use more rock textures. In the foreground of
http://phd.nordkonst.org/IMG_0859.JPG
<konfeta> eyecandy: yes, can try now, it’s cold white sunlight out - perfect for
depressing rocks :D

The last example also resembles the “participative’ nature of my observation and the
possibility to propose suggestions to the production in (almost) the same way as the core
team members.

3.7 Participant observation as shadowing in Gorno-Altaysk
I was able to do one field visit in Gorno-Altaysk located in Soutehrn Siberia lasting 2 weeks
in November 2014. Imagining that Siberia is not Amsterdam, I was yet not prepared for
the need to travel 3 days from Stockholm to get to the geographically isolated 40 000 people
city of Gorno-Altaysk, literally at the end of all roads. Doing participant observation of
the production of Morevna project has been a challenge, since there was no one permanent
place where people were working, and no specified time in which work was taking place, in
difference from the much more formally organised work of producing Gooseberry within
the Blender Institute. Yet, there was one figure at the core of the project, present in the
organisation and control of all production tasks, Konstantin Dmitriev. The presence of
such figure over multiple contexts and locations made suitable to apply the technique of
“shadowing” rather than more traditional forms of participant observation. Shadowing is
a technique in which the researcher follows closely a member of an organisation over an
extended period of time. In more traditional forms of organisations this would mean to
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follow the person being shadowed in department meetings, lunches, and being co-present at
all times, from the start of the working day to the moment of leaving for home(McDonald,
2005). Shadowing is perceived as “a method par excellence for studying how actors enact
organizations through interactions in everyday situations”. (Vásquez, Brummans, and
Groleau, 2012). Morevna had a more undstructured and informal organisation than those
referred to in the literature on shadowing, and resembled the post-fordist logic of cognitive
work that can be done from any time and at any place through a computer which ideally
would be also connected to the internet. Konstantin Dmitriev was working from home,
usually from 11 am until late night with interruptions for taking a brief walk in the
nearby mountains, or to give an animation class in a local institution for extra-curriculum
education, Adamant. He could work with another collaborator on a freelance project, or
do private errands in town. Yet, all these activities were weaved in the broader framework
of Morevna which was impossible for me to grasp unless following him in all these contexts.
As McDonald (2005) writes:
Shadowing can include hours of stationary observation while the person being shadowed
writes at his or her desk, running between buildings for a series of meetings or attending
dinners held for clients. Shadowing activity will be as various and complex as the job
of the individual the shadower is investigating.

The value of shadowing is primarily in the level of detail and richness of data that can be
obtained through it. The approach does not rely only on the individuals’ accounts on their
role and actions in an organisation, but these can be viewed directly, giving access to the
research to the trivial and the more difficult to articulate(McDonald, 2005). Shadowing
allows also to examine individuals and their role in creating an organisation in a holistic
way that solicits not just their opinions or behaviour, but both concurrently (ibid).
I shadowed Konstantin for a period of two weeks in November 2014, from the time of
my arrival to Novosibirsk where I was met by him to the moment of my departure from
there. In this period I spent many hours in stationary observation, observing him working
with the programs Synfig, Blender, Krita and Ardour – sometimes for a private client,
sometimes for Morevna (the work on the latter at that time was concentrated on remaking
the website and finalizing developments for the next release of the animation software
Synfig). <IMG> Similarly to my visit at the Blender Institute, I was often asking myself
what exactly I was observing in this rather stationary observation, yet it was immensely
useful to raise questions and understand the techno-art dimension of computer graphics
based animation production.
In the excerpt below taken from a blog post (ref) in which I summarize some key moments
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from my stay in Gorno-Altaysk it is evident the richness of data that can be obtained
through shadowing and some preliminary analysis that could be made. All the individuals
whom I mention in the excerpt below were people whom Konstantin met for work during
the period of my stay, and my presence nearby him opened up possibilities to talk to them
too, and create a bigger picture about what was Morevna. (To do: shorten)
Besides the stereoscopic animation for a client, Konstantin works also on a new website
for Morevna Project; coordinates Synfig’s development with developer Ivan Mahonin;
and teaches twice a week free animation classes to teenagers in the premises of a small
local extracurriculum art school. The teaching is in fact shared with Nikolai Mamashev,
the art director of the Morevna film demo. I start wondering how does this all relate
to Morevna Project and its production – the object of my initial interest and reason
to come here. It also brings up an even bigger question – what exactly is Morevna
Project now? I mean – after all, it completed its first goal to make a demo film in 2012,
but since then there has not been new animation produced. Instead, there have been
appearing fan artworks drawn by Nastya; a Synfig training course; and improvements
on Synfig’s code primarily done by Ivan Mahonin who has been working on and off on
coding (in dependence of how the Synfig donations were developing).
I meet Nastya. She is 15, and she is local. In fact, everyone is local, and I am one
of the very few foreigners an d non-locals currently in town. Nastya tells me about
her passion for drawing, animé and falling in love with Krita: “It was magic – to
draw with a pen on a tablet. And later, when I tried Krita, we became soulmates”.
This friendship has recently led her to a move from Windows to Linux for the sake of
stability and better functionality of her drawing tools which she seems to use intensively.
She names four different animation short projects in which she is involved as artist
among which Morevna, and ‘Neighbour from Hell’, a short on which she works as an
artist with two more girls in the animation classes led by Konstantin and Nikolai. .
. . I get to visit twice the animation classes during my stay. They take place in an
ad-hoc studio at the premises of the local art school Adamant. In a room that has
to be reconfigured every time and where any equipment of value is kept in a safe the
first thing I see is a first generation Wacom Cintiq, representing the working place
of Nastya. "Chinese animation studios sell off old equipment and so we managed to
get it for 300 dollars" , explains Konstantin. This is one of the two drawing tablets of
this type that the students have, and the attempts of Nastya to draw on one of them
in Krita in high-resolution quickly gets in conflict with the low amount of memory
available on the connected workstation. At the moment the art school and Konstantin
have no resources to fix this, and in the same time nobody in the area seems to be able
to understand the importance of helping out with improving things. The art school
lacks Internet too – another underprioritised and underfunded thing. This is of course
sad considering that Konstantin’s classes represent the only animation school in town
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and in the whole nearby region. They are also probably the only ones in Siberia that
teach only open-source software based pipelines.
Gradually, six students, all teenagers start arriving with their own laptops of all sorts
of budget brands, most of which assembled and produced in Russia. Some have also
drawing tablets – anything from a 2001 Wacom Graphire, to relatively new Wacom
Bamboo pads. I overhear the following conversation:
A student, Tamara, shows her new drawing – a horse with a rider. I overhear the
following conversation:
Vika: Did you draw him in Krita?
T: No, in GIMP.
V: I try to draw in Photoshop but I find it very complicated.
T: Well, this is why I draw in Gimp. I did not manage either well with Photoshop.
V: Can I see some more of your work?
Tamara shows her more drawings explaining: I did this in Photoshop, this in Gimp,
this in MyPaint.
Many of the students use Krita, Gimp and MyPaint for drawing in various combinations
depending on the tasks. The students animate in Synfig which helps Konstantin and
Nikolay to test new functions and discover bugs.
It suddenly strikes me that everyone in the studio, including Konstantin and Nikolai,
are passionate animé fans. And while the start of this passion has been different for
everyone, in the end they have all been attracted by the specificity and peculiarity of
the genre. As Nikolai describes it, ‘It is very different. It is perceived very differently. It
is like food. Imagine that you usually eat one thing, but one day you get to try a totally
different food that you can not comprehend at all – Chinese, Japanese, something
spicy, specific that you can not understand at all. Then you are – wow, what is this?
It was like that with animé for me. I was very impressed.’
The students in class are so obsessed by anime that they draw it, breath it, live it in
every minute of their lives. They tell me that it is their way to experience life and
learn about life, and in the same time it is their life. They say: it is unconventional.
It has psychology, and pedagogy. They compete to tell me stories of uncontrollable
inspiration which can come while writing a school exam when they start drawing on the
exam sheet which they can not bring home. It is the animé passion that has brought
them all to animation and to Konstantin’s studio and classes.
This suddenly helps me connect the pieces and see better what Morevna project is. It is
a fruit born in this passion for animé which has sprawled beyond the mere consumption
of it, and pushed Konstantin into making something more. Morevna project is the
dream and the project of making a particular animé film which fills many local people’s
lives with meaning. It is the dream of making a feature animation film which integrates
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the strong fandom to the animé genre with the local Russian culture through the script
based on a folk tale many people in Russia knows.
Inspired by the example set by the Blender Institute, Konstantin has been trying with
Morevna Project to establish a similar environment but focused on 2D animation/animé
film development. Open-source graphics instruments – primarily Synfig, but also
Blender, Krita, Gimp, MyPaint and Pencil have provided the logical solution for how
to realize this idea in a reality where many people can not afford to buy high-class
drawing tablets, branded computers or expensive mobile phones. In the same time,
open-source tools have given the freedom of adapting the tools, developing them for the
specifics of 2D-animation production pipelines and have given the freedom for creative
expression. The animation classes transfer the knowledge on working with open-source
graphics instruments locally and help create some of the future contributors to the
project. This knowledge, and daily work with Synfig drives further the development
of new features which when shared online expands the community of Synfig users.
What I realized during my two-week stay in Gorno-Altaysk is that Morevna Project
is a framework – it is a film project which represents a driving force for creating
an environment and pipelines for 2D open-source animation which has driven the
substantial development of Synfig in the last years. It is also a channel that transforms
consumption and fandom into a culture of making; and a place for experimenting with
models of sharing in which tools, artwork, and knowledge get created. And similarly to
the spirit in which the things are done in the Blender Institute, what keeps ideas and
projects developing is the wish for making things, and the fascination to the magic of
animation – a will of such strength that slowly pushes things through despite the (still)
smaller scale, and limitations of the local and national context in which they are made.

Following Konstantin in all these contexts – the home, animation studio, traveling with
me to and from Novosibirsk resulted additionally in 2 focus group interviews with the
students of his animation classes, many of them also contributors with artwork to the
Morevna open source film; and in-depth interviews with six key local individuals involved
in the project whom I would have likely never had the opportunity to meet or talk to
otherwise.

3.8 Symmetric fieldwork, reciprocity and the researcher as a co-creator of value
One particular feature of my interaction with the two film projects has been the insistence of
both project leaders and many of the participants on reciprocity, and the return of value for
the value I make from observing and participating in their work. From my first encounters
with Konstantin Dmitriev, to the meetings with many other free software graphics artists
and developers during the LGM conference, I was struck by the dedication of time and
willingness of everyone to talk to me, and the almost always recurring comment in the end
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asking whether I was going to share the results of my research and my publications freely
back to the community. For the great number of participants, the idea of sharing one’s
work was central way of self-expression and a statement of commitment to a culture that
valued openness, transparency and individual public self-expression that could take the
form of computer code, visual media or in my case, it was expected to be text. This kind
of requests may seem unusual, yet they are common in ethnographic work. Czarniawska
(2007, p. 12) uses the concept of “symmetric fieldwork” to describe this phenomenon: ‘A
truly symmetric fieldwork consists... not of “being nice to the natives”, but of allowing
oneself to be problematized in turn – at a certain cost to the researcher, of course.’
For me this cost became the need to reciprocate with sharing in the practices I studied.
For a long period of time I responded to these requests passively, not knowing how to
reconcile the academic culture of publication deeply rooted in the proprietary model of
information and knowledge distribution, and my research of cultural practices dedicated to
expansive radical sharing. Yet, reciprocity and openness of my research and fieldwork was
ultimately posed as a condition for getting access access to Gooseberry. Put in a “take
it or leave it” situation, I took the challenge, something which subsequently shaped my
research practice and created additional sites of research and dynamics.
My first participant observation of Gooseberry in Amsterdam in August 2014 started
with an almost half a day meeting with Ton Roosendaal which had the nature of defining
the parameters of our cooperation. One part of this was the request to write short reports
in the form of blog posts on the Gooseberry production blog each time after a field visit.
It was made clear that I was free to write anything except if it gets personal or offensive
against individual members of the team. I would have to send these reports initially for a
revision, and then publish them on the production blog and I was also encouraged to start
my own blog (something I did28 ) and have the reports there too.
After I got my desk on my first day at the Blender Institute, a picture of me was taken
in the same way as I was taking pictures of everyone and everything. The picture promptly
ended up on the Gooseberry website. It was accompanied by a text that reframed my
role of passive observer who should not disturb the production as negotiated internally,
to an active producer of content and value for the production framed as participant in
the production itself: All subsequent visits except those in May were reported on social
media and the Gooseberry production website framing my presence extensively as part
of the production team with an active role in the production, the role to write about the
production from a social science/cultural perspective.
28 The blog is found at phd.nordkonst.org
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For example, I was part of the social media publicity whenever my visit coincided with
the visits of some of the Blender community members in the office in Amsterdam:
...or in documentation on Twitter of the everyday life in the production:
If I was there on a Friday I would also be included in the Friday weekly broadcasting on
YouTube from the studio when each participant in Gooseberry had to report on their work
progress from the past week. In these cases I also had to present my “work” or what I was
doing this week in the office (Put links to recordings of these videos).
While initially feeling uncomfortable about my highlighted role in the production, I soon
realised that this explicit attention of my presence was not specific only for me, it involved
anyone who would come to visit the Gooseberry production or was part of the production.
It was also an act of establishing symmetry in our relationship. While my presence and
work on reporting for Gooseberry was not only creating value for Gooseberry, it made
me more visible to the broader Blender community, an act that granted me legitimacy
and popularity among them and generating an impressive amount of new followers on my
Twitter account and readers of my blog posts.
I wrote in total four blog post reports for Gooseberry and one for Morevna directly
after my field visit in Gorno-Altaysk29 , work which could be regarded by some theorists
of labor as free labor . To the extent the writing took place in the course of my data
collection period I was not able to write more than just rough sketches of things which
I found interesting in relevance for my research. In the same time I was aware that I
could most likely not publish very critical or negative comments as the nature of publicity
on the blogs was focusing on progress, achievements and narrowly on the making of the
films. To the extent technical or art-related problems were reported it was done in the
context of discussions about finding solutions to them, though not reflecting much about
the organizational, social, participatory or other dimensions of the production, aspects in
which I was interested. I was allowed to attend sensitive conversations and tense moments
of the production, but I had to constantly judge what I could write about and how to write
about it, both in the reports and the dissertation. I was dependent on the producers and
the access to the practices and I had generally accepted the need to contribute back, but
I did not want to compromise with my possibility to be critical or to do something very
different from the goals of my dissertation. Yet, the audiences of the blog reports and the
dissertation texts were different, so both could hardly be reconciled anyway.
My way of solving these tensions has been to test writing the reports ethnographically,
avoiding normativity. I perceived them as drafts of field work reports in the ethnographic
29 Links to these reports can be found here:
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sense based on which I could build further ideas in the dissertation text, while having the
possibility to get feedback from the producers. I wrote about things that surprised me,
and the everyday life of the production. Some of my reports for Gooseberry were enjoyed
or criticized by the community, as shown below, while others left with less comments. The
text of the report can be read here.
The texts I wrote were in some cases edited to a different degree by Ton Roosendaal and
Konstantin Dmitriev, the two production leaders, signifying the dynamics of our relations.
While the feedback on my first blog post on Gooseberry was ‘“Thanks! Well written and
I’m sure people are now curious to read more about your work!”’, the second one was much
more critical:
There are very intertesting observations in the text, you have a good point here which
you could further investigate. However, I don’t like the way you copy irc logs or literally
transcribe things I said. This reads very fragmented and quite incoherent. For a video
interview I would have choosen words more carefully too. If you want to use the
recordings (or irc logs) this way, then really edit it and make it readable and sensible.

In the case of reporting for Morevna the requested edits were explicitly pointed out and
constructions proposed:
Julia, hi again! I read again today your article "Two weeks in Siberia . . . " (http:
//phd.nordkonst.org/?p=153) and discovered that the following sentence is on the
wrong place again: "Here is a little preview of the different projects they currently
work on:"
This sentence needs to be after the words "The students animate in Synfig which helps
Konstantin and Nikolay to test new functions and discover bugs.", right before listing
the fragments of the works.
It would be nice to fix this, as it otherwise reads a bit weirdly. (This is important for
me because I may be giving the link to the article in a grant application.) (17 March,
excerpt from email correspondence)

The generation of value from my work of writing the blog post reports was perhaps
most obvious and evident in the case of Morevna. The report I wrote on the two weeks
of participant observation in Gorno-Altaysk is by now the most read text on my blog,
something which came as a surprise to me given that the size of the Morevna and Synfig
software community is tremendously smaller than the Blender community. Yet, the text
was not only read, but also republished in several online magazines that focus on free and
open source software and crowdfunding of open projects. In one occasion it was used by
such an online publisher to encourage donations to Morevna (insert LINK to PLING). Such
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uses, and the intentions of Dmitriev to use the text for grant applications demonstrated
in full scale the power my writings had not only over representation, but also on shaping
the productions and in some cases their possibilities to get future financial support. My
presence and my texts generated legitimacy and could be a source of exchange value
creation.

3.9 Interviews, focus groups and other analysis
* In the course of all this, I did about 35 qualitative in-depth interviews
* 2 focus groups
* Documents such as employee contracts, the Blender Cloud, and others.

3.10 Conclusion, claims and reflexivity
Both projects have been to a large extent experimental and nobody really could know
until the end whether they would succeed in doing what they do or not. This meant to
live in a state of large uncertainity – not only for the participants in the project, but also
for me as a researcher. Deadlines have been pushed, work reorganised, ad-hoc solutions
and changes were constantly happening. I was able to plan my work in general terms, but
periods of field visit have been extremely hard to determine. My visit to Gorno-Altaysk
was planned, cancelled and re-planned up at least twice due to various circumstances.
Gooseberry has been also unpredictable, not to say that it did not exist at the start of
my research, and started developing only in 2014, two years later. Fortunately for me, I
spent 2013 in parental leave, so the start of my active field work period coincided with
the start of Gooseberry. Yet, this all meant living in a very large state of uncertainty,
which albeit being even more uncertain for the producers in the films, and revealing the
less structured, flexible and largely experimental nature of the projects, it was presenting
difficulties in reconciling two realities in constant desynchronisation – the academic and
the one of the film projects. The books on methods have been full of prescriptions of how
an ideal ethnographic fieldwork should be, how it should be planned, etc – it largely left
the impression of the possibility of planning things (QUOTES).
I have not been able to follow all the volume of communication and information that
was produced by all production participants all the time. Nevertheless, I believe that the
examples that I have taken, and snapshots of moments I believe are revealing enough
about the production practices to allow theoretisation and generalisation. Here though is
necessary to say that my narrative is obviously my own interpretation.

CHAPTER

4

Articles

Below I summarize the abstracts of the four articles that constitute the empirical material,
and some theoretisations of this study.
1. Article 1. At the intersection of commons and market: negotiations of value in
open-sourced cultural production (co-authored with Peter Jakobsson) (published in
August 2015 in International Journal of Cultural Studies)
Abstract. This article explores the way in which producers of digital cultural commons use new production models based on openness and sharing to interact with and
adapt to existing structures such as the capitalist market and the state economies
of cultural funding. By an ethnographic exploration of two cases of open-source
animation film production - Gooseberry and Morevna formed around the 3D graphics Blender and the 2D graphics Synfig communities we explore how sharing and
production of commons generate values and relationships which trigger the move
of producers, software and films between different fields of cultural production and
different moral economies – those of the capitalist market, the state and the commons.
Our theoretical approach expands the concept of ’moral economies’ from critical political economy with ’regimes of value’ from anthropological work on value production
which we argue is useful to overcome dichotomous representations of exploitation or
romanticisation of the commons.
2. Article 2. From Experiments in Collaboration to a Classical Animation Studio: the
Morevna and Gooseberry Open Movies and Some Critical Perspectives on Participation and Commons-Based Peer-Production
Abstract. This article contributes with two empirical cases and a critical perspective
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on commons-based peer-production, and generally volunteer-based Internet mediated
collaborative practices. It questions assumptions about the easiness to produce media
collaboratively online and through voluntarism, and argues for the need to establish
a tighter connection between the specifics of different media production frameworks
and the possibilities for participation in them in relation to time, quality, the degree
of technological intensity and technical mediation, and the nature of creative agency
input required. The discussion is developed based on an ethnographic study of the
organization of production in relation to participation of two large-scale productions of
’open source animation films’: the 2D anime project ’Morevna’ and the 3D animation
project ’Gooseberry’. Created respectively by the open source 2D Synfig and 3D
Blender software user communities, the projects represent large scale experiments
in creating feature-length films based on publicly and collaboratively developed
open-source technology, and operate in the domain of commons through releasing
technology and artwork under copyleft licenses. The two cases have at certain points
in time carried features of commons-based peer-production but ultimately resorted
to more classical studio-based forms of production. Using Ioana Literat’s typology
on participation in collaborative online artwork, and analyzing the tensions that led
to the changes in approaches to organizing production, the article proposes a set of
criteria and typology that aim to nuance discussions about the self-organizing powers
of volunteers, and participation in collaborative media projects, attach them tighter
to the production specifics of different media forms.
3. Article 3. “If you want to be free, you need to have all your production tools free“:
open source digital tools and creative autonomy in visual culture production
Abstract. Free and open source software technical development has played a fundamental role in fostering divergent political and economic practices by reconfiguring the
politics of intellectual property law and the material politics of cultural action (Coleman, 2013). Since mid-2000s aspiring computer graphics artists and technicians who
work in the domains of digital painting and illustration, 3D sculpting, and animation
film have increasingly started to adopt and collectively develop digital open source
tools for professional production of visual culture. The use and development of such
tools has resulted in an increasing number of projects of ’open’ cultural production,
such as ’open movies’ and ’open comics’ where technology and content are released
as commons. This paper investigates the reasons behind these developments with
particular focus on understanding the value of open source graphics tools for cultural
production. The results presented in the paper are based on in-depth interviews with
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more than 30 individuals who use and develop three popular open source tools –
Krita for digital painting, Blender for 3D modelling and animation, and Synfig for 2D
vector animation. While having a steep and demanding learning curve, open source
digital tools seem to provide ways for producers to obtain a greater autonomy, skills
and control over the creative process by allowing them to mould their tools to fit
better the specifics of individual creative practices while forming vibrant communities
of practice interconnected online around commonly owned and constantly fixed and
improved technology. Drawing on Feenberg’s critical theory of technology (2002),
and a distinction of opaque and transparent technology (Turkle, 2005) I suggest that
while these uses are more pragmatic rather than ideological, their narrow anchoring
in practice shows alternative ways of organizing cultural production that shares
similarities of pre-industrial craft and artistic practices which in digital contexts
take the form of public craft. (and connects to media reform focused on technology
ownership and control).
4. Article 4 Radical sharing or strategic transparency? This article takes a starting
point in discussions about the rise of sharing economies and digital gift-cultures.
Most studies have emphasized the positive nature of the communication through
gifting. However, as Baudrillard argued (ref), gifting can also represent an act of
aggressive confrontation. Departing from the duality of gifting I argue that the
sharing of technology, and content as commons, as well as exposure of labor can be
regarded in this dual function too, representing radical sharing and in the same time
acts of strategic transparency aimed at generation of use and exchange values, such
as building an audience or a community of practice, or generating income from the
production of commons.

CHAPTER

5

Preliminary Conclusions

Preliminary conclusions:
1. People can make money with commons
2. There exist power structures - there is always a centre, and even if the practice is
away from the centre, there are grades of closeness to the centre
3. The fact that something is released as commons does not mean it is commons - the
branding. Additionally, the quote “as long as we develop Blender we are fine” (Pablo,
first field visit notes) – because the technology is the thing making the community;
but then the aesthetics is what is authored despite CC. The CC license acts more as
a strategy for dissemination and broader spread, rather that inclusivity, participation
in the art. Yet, they show what can be done, they want to set the example to follow
by a belief in technology.
4. - They are not political in the sense of activism - rejecting capitalism or trying to
abolish it, positioning themselves on left or right. But they are political in the sense
of making technology, creativity and originality their argument - of making things
and showing how and what can be made when one has control over technology. In
this sense, these producers are hackers, but very different from the hackers part of
the free software movement related to the Linux operating system.
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